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Creating solutions for a positive life
Independence and entrepreneurial drive,
the hallmarks of Artelia’s identity
It was with great enthusiasm that I accepted the
proposal to become Chairman of Artelia’s Board
of Directors on 1 October 2019, thereby taking
over from the group’s founders and co-presidents
Alain Béntejac and Jacques Gaillard. I would like
to take this opportunity to pay a special tribute
to them and their outstanding contributions to
Artelia’s exemplary growth. Since first becoming
a board member in 2010, I have witnessed
Artelia’s specific qualities, its professionalism, its
values and the passion demonstrated on a daily
basis by its workforce in order to deliver efficient,
harmonious and sustainable solutions.
These attributes were mobilised extensively in
2019, a year in which key development milestones
were reached. A new share transmission process
was completed, thereby consolidating Artelia’s
equity model. Artelia’s capital is now held entirely
by its executives and employees, underpinning
the Group’s independence and entrepreneurial
drive. Alongside this operation the Group was
reorganised into nine business units and its
governance was substantially overhauled to
include more women and members from outside
the Group. These are key assets for a group that
aims to develop its international business and
maintain its internal shareholding scheme.
In addition, throughout 2019 a great deal of
thinking was devoted to the company’s values and
corporate purpose, a process closely linked to the
renewal of its CSR objectives for 2025. Alongside
independence, sharing the value created by the
Group with the entire workforce now forms one

Claude Imauven
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

of the pillars of the Group’s CSR policy, thereby
demonstrating the importance we believe it
deserves. In aiming to reduce its own carbon
footprint by 50% compared with 2020, Artelia
is also reaffirming - if ever that was needed its long-standing environmental commitment
and determination to rise to the huge challenge
of climate change. More than ever, the Group is
also positioning itself as an advisor and partner
for its clients who are seeking to improve their
environmental performance.

A great deal of thought was
devoted to the company’s values
and corporate purpose
The arrival of Danish engineering firm MOE in the
Group constitutes the last major development of
2019. It enables Artelia to widen its geographical
reach and break into the top 15 European
engineering firms.
All of these points demonstrate the strength
and vitality of the company, which is currently
mobilising all its resources to face the health
crisis and looking to the future with confidence, as
it contributes to designing the world of tomorrow.

Thus reads the corporate purpose that we have just
enshrined in our Articles of Association. The last few
months have shown precisely how important this
is. The pandemic has revealed weaknesses in our
societies and changed our ways of life, speeding up the
transformation of our business lines in the process.
Resilience, safety, industrial competitiveness, digital
transformation, new forms of mobility, smart cities
and buildings… in all these fields, more than ever
before, the onus is on us to propose solutions that
are innovative, realistic, bold and tangible, in order
to help us and all our fellow world citizens to live a
positive life.
In 2019 this objective was pursued in very concrete
ways through the signature of more than 6500
new contracts. Helping Madagascar become less
vulnerable to climate change. Making a commitment
to reduce energy consumption in the French
department of Essonne. Bolstering the expansion
of renewable energy in the United Arab Emirates.
Contributing to the Angers smart city project. Handing
over more than 100 km of completed bus lanes,
metro lines and tram tracks. Continuing to digitise our
business lines, notably thanks to the recent arrival of
start-up Open Ocean in our Group. 2019 was a year of
intense activity, and this is borne out by the selection
of projects presented in this report.
2019 was also a year in which our development
around the world accelerated sharply. The Group
moved into new growth markets - Australia and
Portugal - and continued to thrive in several other
countries including Thailand and Ivory Coast. But the
major highlight of 2019 was the arrival within Artelia
of MOE, a leading engineering firm in Denmark that
also has operations in Norway and the Philippines.
With its workforce of 900, turnover of €100m, multidisciplinary activity and capital entirely owned by its
employees, just like Artelia, MOE will undoubtedly
form a new pillar for the Group and bring new
momentum to our expansion in Northern Europe.

These developments are also reflecting positively
on our financial situation. Thanks to the integration
of MOE in December 2019 and Artelia’s intrinsic
performance, we generated a cumulative turnover
of €681m in 2019, representing an increase of 24%,
and our operating income rose by 47% to €33m. With
its workforce of 5900 engineers and technicians
operating in 40 countries, the Group has reached a
major new milestone in its growth and now performs
nearly 40% of its business outside France. This also
strengthens its resilience, which is taking on its full
meaning in the unprecedented circumstances in
which we find ourselves in early 2020.

More than ever before, the onus is on us
to propose solutions that are innovative,
realistic, bold and tangible
Even though many countries found themselves in
lockdown during the first half of 2020, we were able
to continue performing our assignments on behalf
of our clients by switching to teleworking on a large
scale and harnessing our teams’ outstanding ability
to adapt. I would like to thank them all most sincerely
for their unstinting commitment and their profound
sense of responsibility.
This crisis gives us even more compelling and
convincing reasons to propose new digital services,
in relation to smart cities in particular, and to make
pandemic risk management an integral part of
our building and infrastructure designs. These
unprecedented times also underscore the importance
of joining the tremendous momentum generated by
Europe’s New Green Deal, which aims to shape a
future blending development and sustainability for
our continent. A future which will have great need
for the talents and creativity of engineering firms. We
are confident about the future, and ready to take up
these new challenges. Because our very purpose is
to create solutions for a positive life.

Benoît Clocheret
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Our
commitments
and targets
for 2025

DEVELOP OUR HUMAN CAPITAL
COMBINE INDEPENDENCE
AND VALUE SHARING
OUR COMMITMENTS
• Guarantee that control of the company remains in the hands of its
management, promote employee shareholding on a broad level and
encourage regular renewal in this regard, in order to uphold our
independence.
• Share the value created by the Group with all its employees (through
individual and collective bonuses).

OUR COMMITMENTS

• Achieve a workplace accident frequency rate of less than 3

OUR TARGETS

• Guarantee working conditions that protect the safety and well-being of our employees.

• Increase the proportion of female project managers to 30%

• Promote diversity and multiculturalism in all their forms within the Group.

• Increase the proportion of employee

• Support our employees by providing skills development opportunities.

• Enable 100% of our employees to access skills development
opportunities each year

shareholders to 50% with 50%
aged under 40

These targets have the full support of the
Group’s senior management. The CSR Director is
in charge of overseeing the Group’s policy in this
area and reports to the Chief Executive Officer.
The CSR Committee guides the actions of the
Board of Directors, liaising closely with the CSR
Director, and evaluates our progress towards
achieving our targets on an annual basis. It also
addresses any particular situations that arise.

• Encourage dialogue within the company and involve staff and management representatives in
corporate decision-making.

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
COMMIT TO CIVIC AND
HUMANITARIAN CAUSES
OUR COMMITMENTS
• Promote social, economic and environmental initiatives, in particular

by supporting the actions of Artelia Foundation.
• Pursue a responsible purchasing policy by encouraging our

suppliers and subcontractors to commit themselves to socially and
environmentally sound practices.

• Obtain 90% favourable opinions during mandatory consultation
procedures

• Share at least 50% of the Group’s
operating income with the workforce

In signing up to the Global Compact in 2018,
Artelia made a firm commitment to advance the
UN’s seventeen Sustainable Development Goals.
That is why we have set some ambitious targets
for each of the four pillars of our CSR policy, that
we aim to achieve by 2025.
These targets will help us move towards more
resource-efficient and responsible practices
within our everyday assignments. They also
tie in with the company’s corporate purpose:
designing solutions for a positive life.

OUR TARGETS

OUR TARGETS
• Aim to invest an amount equivalent
to at least 3% of the Group’s
operating income in the Foundation
each year
• Require 100% of our business
partners to comply with the terms of a
responsible procurement charter

OUR COMMITMENTS
• Promote systematic measures to enhance environmental performance in our design and
work site supervision assignments.
• Consider the CSR impact of our clients’ projects by means of a social, ethical and
environmental assessment grid.

OUR TARGETS
• Train 100% of our project managers in eco-design and
environmental issues on work sites
• Submit 100% of our commercial proposals for design and
works supervision assignments to an assessment using our
CSR grid

• Preserve natural resources and support the circular economy by rolling out ecoresponsible practices at all our sites.

• Work towards zero single- use plastics and recover 100%
of the paper and electronic waste produced at our sites

• Contribute to the fight against climate change and work towards net zero carbon by
reducing and offsetting our greenhouse gas emissions.

• Reduce the group’s carbon footprint by 50% in comparison
with 2020 (in t eqCO2 per person)

2019 Artelia Annual Report
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ANS

Birth of the “Laboratoire Dauphinois
d’Hydraulique de Grenoble” (France) within
turbine manufacturer Neyrpic.

Creation of Sogreah (Société Grenobloise d’Études et d’Applications
Hydrauliques), a subsidiary of Alsthom. Engineering and consultancy
firm specialising in water and all the related infrastructure.

Merger of Sogelerg and Sogreah within the
Compagnie Générale d’Électricité group. Creation of a multidisciplinary
engineering unit with a workforce in excess of 1000.

1920

1955

1976

Sogreah becomes independent.

10 years of Artelia, 100 years of experience

1997

In 2020, Artelia is celebrating its tenth anniversary.
Today, our Group combines the expertise of four large engineering firms,
each with a long and fascinating history.

SOGREAH

1923

Sogelerg joins the Thales group and becomes
THEC (Thalès Engineering & Consulting).

1969

Creation of Sige (Société Industrielle de Gérance et d’Exploitation), which becomes Sogei (Société
Générale d’Exploitations Industrielles) in 1945. Subsidiary of Société Générale d’Entreprise.

Sogei joins Cegelerg to form Sogelerg, a subsidiary of the Compagnie Générale d’Électricité. Production
and distribution of electricity, turnkey industrial facilities, transport infrastructure

ARTELIA

COTEBA

1961

Creation of Coteba (Coordination Technique du Bâtiment) in Paris (France), company specialising in
construction project management, within the Compagnie Générale des Eaux group.

Creation of Auxitec in Le Havre (France), a regional engineering firm dedicated to the oil,
petrochemical and chemical industries and subsidiary of La Havraise des Pétroles.

1964

YEARS

1975-95

2003

Development of Coteba in the entire building construction sector
and expansion of multi-site services in France and internationally.

Auxitec broadens its expertise to the fields of building construction, civil
engineering, mechanical engineering and information systems.

1970-90

Coteba gains its
independence.

2006

THEC joins Coteba.

2010

2017

2019

2500 employees
€250m turnover

4900 employees
€485m turnover

5900 employees
€681m turnover

Birth of the Group

Auxitec joins Artelia.

MOE joins Artelia.

Auxitec gains its independence.

1994

AUXITEC
MOE

1930

1992

2000

Creation of MOE in Copenhagen (Denmark),
specialising in the field of energy.

MOE merges with Brødsgaard and expands its activities to the building
construction and transport infrastructure sectors

Start of MOE’s policy of large-scale
expansion in Denmark and internationally.

2019 Artelia Annual Report
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MOE: a new pillar for the Group
Artelia has taken a decisive step in its international development
by acquiring a leading player in the Danish engineering sector.
On 5 December 2019 in Copenhagen, Artelia and
MOE announced their merger. Artelia acquired
100% of the Danish company’s equity and gave
the possibility to the latter’s shareholders
of reinvesting in the Group. Through this
acquisition, Artelia is progressing in its ambition
to become one of Europe’s major engineering
firms, with the objective of generating 50% of
its turnover outside France by 2025. For MOE,
a key player on the Danish engineering market,
benefiting from the backing of an international
group represents a genuine opportunity to
develop its business in new sectors and
markets, in Northern Europe in particular.

More on MOE
© John Ehbrecht

Founded in Copenhagen in 1930, MOE initially
developed its business in the field of energy
and contributed to the expansion of electricity

and heat production in the country. It gradually
became an expert in renewable energy (biomass,
thermodynamic solar power, waste recovery)
and district heating networks.
In 1992, its merger with Brødsgaard, another
Danish engineering firm, allowed it to diversify
its business into the fields of transport
infrastructure, in particular airports, and
then the building construction sector, in
which it distinguished itself by producing the
technical designs of several of Denmark’s most
emblematic buildings. With expertise spanning
sectors including residential and commercial
buildings and sports and cultural venues, it now
covers all the requirements of the real-estate
market, even its most demanding sectors such
as healthcare and research. Its approach to
sustainable buildings and the circular economy
is also remarkable.

Christian Listov-Saabye
Chief Executive Officer of MOE

In the early 2000s, MOE instigated a proactive external growth policy in the context of
which it bought out many Danish companies,
thereby building a solid network of regional
branch offices and becoming one of the leading
engineering firms in the country. Simultaneously,
it began growing internationally by creating
subsidiaries in Norway and the Philippines.

have the same strategic vision, placing the focus
on developing their business lines in several
countries in order to strengthen their base in
a world that is full of opportunities but also
complex and uncertain.

These common ambitions and values greatly
facilitate synergies. This merger hence opens
up promising growth
prospects in Northern
Europe, where Artelia
employees
€100m
will support MOE with its
t/o
in
2019
in Denmark, Norway and the Philippines
international experience
in fields such as transport,
maritime engineering
and hydropower. It will
also enable the Group to
MOE, a benchmark multidisciplinary engineering firm in DenmarkDenmark
continue developing in
Southeast Asia, where
MOE’s 90 employees in the Philippines will
bolster Artelia’s workforce of 750 in Vietnam,
Shared ambitions and values
Thailand, the Philippines, Cambodia, Singapore,
Artelia and MOE share many fundamental values Indonesia and Myanmar.

900

Building construction,
energy & industry, infrastructure

including a strong commitment to sustainable
development, corporate independence
underpinned by employee shareholding,
technical excellence, proximity to clients, and a
commitment to people. The two companies also

Open Ocean
Artelia adds to its range of digital
services
Open Ocean is composed of a team of
oceanographers with a passion for digital
technology. In 2015 it launched a web
platform called Metocean Analytics, which
provides an analysis of marine conditions
anywhere in the world in the space of just
a few minutes. This innovative solution
perfectly meets the increasing demand
for productivity and profitability on
today’s ever more complex and ambitious
offshore projects.
With this start-up on board, Artelia adds
to its range of digital services in the
maritime engineering sector, a field in
which the Group has been one of the
world’s top ten firms for many years.
With the backing of Artelia, Open Ocean
will have the opportunity to continue
developing its range of services for
players in the offshore, maritime and
coastal engineering sectors.

New arrivals
in the Group
© Adam Mørk
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Supporting
our clients
around the world

RWANDA

MOROCCO

PORTUGAL

CZECH REPUBLIC

PHILIPPINES

Through SHER, Artelia has had offices
in Kigali, at the heart of the African
Great Lakes region, for more than 30
years. Its projects involving integrated
management of water resources and
the development of irrigation areas and
drinking water networks have contributed
to development in the region.
More recently, its regional standing
was enhanced with major hydropower
infrastructure supervision contracts in
neighbouring countries.

Artelia Maroc is asserting itself as one of the Group’s major offices
in Africa. Its fields of expertise, which were recently expanded
to include the industry sector, now cover all our main markets
(building construction, waster, maritime, environment, multi-site
projects, industry). Our subsidiary is currently participating in
some of the country’s major development schemes: Abdelmoumen
pumped-storage plant, extension of the port of Safi, and drinking
water supplies in the city of Chefchaouen.

Following the development
of Artelia Spain’s business
in Portugal of hospitality,
industrial and office buildings
and logistics facilities
markets, our Group has
created a subsidiary in
Lisbon.

Our Prague-based subsidiary has
achieved excellent growth by rolling out
new service station concepts for the
country’s main oil companies, such as
the Czech firm Benzina and the Austrian
firm OMV. It is also successfully
continuing its assignments on behalf of
car parts manufacturer Faurecia.

The synergy between Artelia and MOE
is underway in the country where our
Group now has a team of more than a
hundred employees providing design
and project management services in
the fields of oil & gas, water, industry,
building construction and energy.

Norway

United Kingdom

Denmark
Germany

Netherlands
Belgium

France
Switzerland

Spain

Czech Republic
Austria

Monaco

Armenia

Portugal

MEXICO

Operations in

Thanks to its fruitful partnership with
Cal y Mayor, our young subsidiary
in Mexico successfully ramped up
its operations during 2019, to the
great satisfaction of Shell, which has
appointed us to deploy its network
of service stations throughout the
country.

over 40 countries

Morocco

AUSTRALIA

Italy
Lebanon

Algeria Tunisia

United Arab Emirates

Libya
Egypt

Qatar

Mexico

Saudi Arabia

Guadeloupe

Vietnam

Oman
India

Myanmar

Philippines

Thailand
French
Guiana
Ivory Coast

Cambodia

Singapore

Kenya

Rwanda

Indonesia

Projects in

over 100 countries

Mozambique
Main offices

5900 employees of whom
2300 outside France

Artelia has opened an office in
Canberra, the country’s capital,
in order to participate in major
infrastructure projects launched in the
country and position itself on defence,
maritime and urban transport,
hydropower and dams markets.

Permanent offices

Mauritius
Reunion Island

Madagascar

Ongoing projects

Australia

2019 Artelia Annual Report
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Implementing solutions that
generate value for our clients
Throughout 2019, we continued consolidating our clusters
dedicated to specific activities.
In creating clusters drawing together our
international multi-disciplinary expertise on
certain topics, our objective is to go to even greater
lengths to meet the demands of certain activities.
Encouraged by the success of our Oil & Gas and
Hospitality clusters over the years, in 2018 we
decided to set about creating eight more clusters
focusing on the environment, energy, smart
technologies, healthcare establishments, asset
management, airports, nuclear facilities, and large
structures.

During 2019 these new skills networks continued
streamlining their organisation, range of services
and working methods. Our networks of international
experts joined forces within the various clusters
to evaluate the most pressing needs, share their
experience, capitalise on best practices and devise
innovative, relevant solutions. Over the course of
this process we have built new eco-design tools,
fine-tuned our services from an energy efficiency
standpoint, repositioned maintenance issues
arising at each stage of the asset life cycle, and
drafted a set of health protection measures that
can be implemented to address pandemic risks.

ARTELIA

Airports

ARTELIA

Energy

ARTELIA

Environment

ARTELIA

Hospitality

ARTELIA

ARTELIA

Nuclear facilities

Healthcare establishments have been striving to adapt
to changing needs and treatment practices over the past
few years. An ageing population,
escalating chronic diseases,
ARTELIA
increasingly sophisticated equipment
and facilities, a patient-focused
approach, the expansion of day
surgery and digital hospitals are just some of the issues
prompting a rethink of healthcare establishments, which are
just as complex as a major industrial facility.

Our cluster has also worked on a number of solutions
in response to the current Covid-19 pandemic, such
as easily deployable temporary structures and new
modular architectural and technical concepts that can be
implemented in healthcare establishments to boost their
capacity to treat infected people.

Structures & Civil works

In the case of both public and private buildings and facilities,
it is vital in today’s context to reason in terms of the entire
life cycle if significant sustainable improvements are to be
made to functional performance, operating costs and risk
management. Taking user-related issues into consideration
from the outset of the design process, anticipating the
question of future dismantling, and optimising maintenance
are key ways to maximise asset value.

Healthcare

Artelia is one of France’s leading hospital engineering firms
with a prestigious track record in this field, having been
involved in building and refurbishing many hospitals and
clinics. Our goal in creating the Healthcare cluster is to
enable all our experts in this field to join forces in addressing
the challenges that health care facilities are facing today.
This cluster brings together our specialists in the public
and private sectors and our partner Sanae Architecture.
It enables us to contribute to projects at any stage of their
life cycle, in any country, and irrespective of the issues
involved, by either sharing our solid technical expertise with
programmers of existing buildings or starting with a blank
page alongside project owners.

Smart

ARTELIA

ARTELIA

The Facility & Asset Management cluster was created
with this in mind, in order to provide our clients with more
detailed knowledge of their assets and
then define and implement strategies
for managing them using appropriate
assessment and supervision
tools: master plans, operation and
maintenance budget estimates, advice with contractual
arrangements, and service contract monitoring.

Facility & Asset mgt

The cluster coordinates the skills of our experts in order to
propose solutions tailored to each phase of the life cycle,
from design through to deconstruction. We strive to reduce
the carbon footprints of our buildings and facilities through
the choices we make in terms of designs, materials and
energy performance management, and assist users and
owners with the best way to operate them. We also work
using data- and algorithm-based predictive maintenance
management models in order to anticipate technical failures
and keep facilities operating at optimum cost.

© Babel + Prado
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In the framework of the Ciclia project
preparation facility “Cities and Climate
Change in Africa” co-financed by the AFD,
the EU and the Swiss State Secretariat
for Economic Affairs, Artelia is providing
support to the Malagasy Ministry for
Development and Planning, by:

Artelia has signed the “Climate Charter for Engineers”, launched by the Syntec engineering federation.

• preparing a resilience guide to be used by
managers with technical, administrative
and political responsibilities;
• applying the methodology to four
major Malagasy cities: Antsiranana,
Fianarantsoa, Toliara and Antsirabé;
• supporting the necessary changes to
urban planning laws and regulations;

Resilience
to climate change

• training key institutional and operational
practitioners.

Artelia, a committed global player

The impacts of global climate change are now
apparent: the mean temperature at the Earth’s
surface is increasing, the polar ice caps are
melting, sea levels are rising, and droughts
and extreme rainfall events are becoming
more frequent and more intense. Climate
change is affecting the entire natural world,
all human beings, and their infrastructure,
buildings and industrial facilities…
To reduce these impacts, Artelia is working
on two fronts: mitigation and adaptation.
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions
generated by human activities is a key
objective of mitigation policies, especially in
the area of energy. Anticipating the impacts
of climate change in order to limit the harm
it causes is the key tenet of adaptation
strategies.

In 2019 we worked alongside contractors
on assignments at scales varying from
entire countries to individual plots of land.
In addition to building system resilience by
incorporating this concept into public policies,
our remits also included highly operational
tasks such as designing and implementing
technically innovative development schemes.
Artelia is positioning itself firmly as a global
player stepping up to this huge challenge,
fully aware of the responsibility it carries as it
designs the living spaces of tomorrow.

BUILDING RESILIENCE INTO NATIONAL POLICIES
Climate issues and urban planning in Madagascar
Madagascar is particularly prone to cyclones, flooding and torrential rainfall, and with urban development progressing
at a rapid pace and increasing areas of land being given over to agriculture, it is considered as the world’s seventh most
vulnerable country to climate change (according to the Global Climate Risk Index for 2019). With high population growth
rates, of close to 5% per year, the country’s cities are particularly exposed. Governmental authorities have decided to
take action. Adaptation is now a key component of sustainable regional planning and local authorities are required to
build these capacities in this area in order to implement measures geared to each specific urban context.

Jean-François Kalck
Head of the Environment Skills Network

2019 Artelia Annual Report
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DELIVERING SOLUTIONS AT THE
SCALE OF INDIVIDUAL LAND PLOTS
Reducing vulnerability to coastal flooding
in Loire-Atlantique (France)
Following devastating damage by storm Xynthia in 2010, the Pornic Agglo
Pays de Retz district authority, on the Atlantic coast of France, is taking
steps to reduce the vulnerability of homes in the framework of the Flood
Prevention Action Programme (PAPI) for Bourgneuf bay. The authority
invited homeowners to have their property assessed from a risk exposure
point of view and offered support with performance of the necessary
protection works.

HELPING CITIES AND REGIONS TO ADAPT

In the framework of this scheme our teams carried out nearly 200 tailored
assessments, creating an interactive vulnerability map and database in the
process. They proposed a range of technical and organisational measures
taking the effects of climate change into consideration, and helped the
inhabitants implement solutions to make their property less vulnerable.
Thanks to the support our teams provided with the preparation of individual
applications for State subsidies, positive outcomes were obtained in most
cases.

Study to stabilise a tidal inlet in Grand-Lahou (Ivory Coast)
The town of Lahou Kpanda lies at the mouth of the Bandama river and is subject to severe coastal erosion. New adaptation strategies
are currently being drawn up in the framework of the West Africa Coastal Areas Management Program (WACA). Our teams are assisting
with this work by overseeing the modelling studies on the coastal and lagoon system, and testing various protection scenarios on behalf
of the Ivorian Ministry for the Environment and Sustainable Development.

In France, Artelia continued its studies of
the flood storage areas along the river
Seine and its tributaries in order to make
Paris more resilient to flooding.

On behalf of French
motorway operator
ASF we assessed the
climate resilience of an
interchange between the
A8 and the A51.

Our teams helped the Cannes Pays de Lérins
urban area authority to draw up a long-term
flood risk management strategy.

Our ecologists and landscape experts worked on
the introduction of resilient vegetation into several
sustainable building projects.

From performing a vulnerability assessment to drawing up an action plan,
Artelia is assisting the Bordeaux metropolitan area authority as it draws
up its climate change adaptation and resilience strategy.

In Ivory Coast, our teams
are working on solutions
to improve hydrosedimentary conditions
and water quality in
Ébrié lagoon (Abidjan).

2019 Artelia Annual Report
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In 2019, Artelia was involved in launching systems generating a total of 900 MW of power from renewable sources, across all continents.

Energy Performance Contract (EPC) bolsters
an integrated range of services guaranteeing
contractually-binding reductions in energy
consumption, that Artelia has been rolling
out for several years. This has been further
consolidated by the launch of similar
energy efficiency retrofitting operations on
public buildings (schools, swimming pools,
museums, etc.) in Paris, Lyon and Marseille.

Energy transition
A coherent, comprehensive
approach to energy systems
The need to harness energy in a sustainable
manner is compelling us to reconsider our
entire range of generation, distribution and
consumption systems and practices.

be managed if intermittent, scattered and
hybrid energy forms are to be introduced into
generation and distribution systems, most of
which are centralised and interconnected.

In the face of resource depletion and climate
change, efforts to roll out an energy mix
giving preference to renewable sources and
improving energy efficiency must go handin-hand with waste and energy reduction.
This transition has been set in motion and
is bringing many challenges. Consideration
must be given to the significant differences
between developed and emerging countries,
energy issues must be factored into buildings,
cities and infrastructure, and there are major
technical and governance-related issues to

Our activity in 2019 fully reflects our position
as an independent energy specialist capable
of fully embracing this transition in its
entirety and contributing actively to all the
key steps of bringing it to fruition.
Eymeric Lefort
Head of the Mechanical and Electrical Skills
Network

PROMOTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
Essonne departmental council has set a target of cutting its energy
consumption by 40%
In the context of its climate and energy transition plan, the Essonne departmental council has given the green light to a
remarkable initiative: investing €30 million in retrofitting six buildings with a total surface area of 40,000 m2 in order to
reduce the amount of energy they consume by 40%.
The consortium composed of Artelia, AFA Architectes and Idex Efficience Énergétique has been appointed to implement
this operation in the framework of a “comprehensive public performance contract” (“MPGP” in French). It is committed to
achieving the stated energy reduction targets and its tasks comprise all the studies, supervision of the works, operation and
maintenance (including major maintenance and replacement), energy management, and awareness raising among users.
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DESIGNING THE TRANSITION
OF ENERGY SYSTEMS
Energy self-sufficiency for noninterconnected areas
At the request of the French Environment and Energy
Management Agency (ADEME), our teams studied the technical,
organisational and economic implications of an electricity mix
containing a large proportion of renewables (75% to 100%)
up to 2030 for France’s island regions (Réunion, Guadeloupe,
Martinique, Mayotte, Corsica, French Guiana).
An innovative approach blending technical and political
considerations was adopted to transpose each region’s socioeconomic objectives into consumption scenarios and then seek
the production, distribution and storage solutions capable of
achieving them. This process has been finalised for all six
regions and shown that a 100% renewable electricity mix is
technically possible provided that certain conditions (demandside management, sufficient storage capacity) are met.

In the framework of the Plaine de Cambaie
eco-district project on Réunion island, our teams
used digital tools to model and optimise the
energy system at a district scale.

We have been appointed by ENGIE to manage construction of its
new campus in La Garenne-Colombes (NW Paris suburbs), which
is designed to showcase its expertise in the field of energy and
environmental transition. It aims to secure multiple accreditations
and has adopted an “E+C-” (energy-plus and low-carbon) approach.

PROMOTING ACCESS
TO ENERGY FOR ALL
New master plan for the
electricity sector in Togo
Access to clean, reliable, high-quality energy
is vital to economic and social development
and a decisive issue for the Togolese
authorities. Efforts made in this regard over
the past decade have increased the country’s
electrification level from 18 to 33%.
The Togolese government aims to achieve a
level of 50% by 2020 and 90% by 2030. Our
teams are collaborating closely with national
experts on the new master plan to be rolled
out to this end (production, transmission and
distribution), on the basis of various demand
projections.

Our partner Openergy has
launched Oplus, the first cloudbased platform for simulating
energy in buildings.

Artelia has been commissioned to study the interconnection of the power grids
between Mauritania and Mali, a project involving the creation of a 1500 km
transmission line and several rural electrification operations. Our teams are also
involved in supervising the works to interconnect the grids between Mali and Guinea.

Artelia is providing technical
assistance to the Kenya
Power and Lighting Company
with the refurbishment and
hybridisation of 23 mini
power grids.

In France, Artelia is
providing strategic
assistance with the
energy aspects of the
new Grand Arénas
business district in
Nice, which aims to
be environmentally
exemplary.

Our Group is also working in
Mali on the PHARE project,
which aims to develop rural
electrification by hybridising
60 existing diesel power
plants with new solar plants
and extending the associated
power grids.

© Image SCAU
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PLACING THE PRIORITY ON
RENEWABLES
Converting Amager power plant to
biomass (Denmark)
Copenhagen intends to become the world’s first net carbonneutral capital city by 2025. HOFOR, the utility supplying
district heating and electricity to more than 600,000
inhabitants in the Copenhagen urban area, decided to
convert its Amager power plant from coal to biomass.
Having worked on the previous three combustion units, our
Danish business unit MOE was commissioned to design
and oversee installation of the new unit, BIO4, and all the
associated facilities (offices, laboratory, storage area, and
land and sea transport).
© Gottlieb Paludan Architects

In the framework of its policy of
diversifying its energy mix to increase
the share of renewable sources, the
Emirate of Dubai has decided to build
a 250 MW pumped-storage plant near
the town of Hatta. This new scheme
will help to improve the stability of
the power grid by storing the excess
electricity generated during off-peak
periods – some of which by photovoltaic
power plants – and reinjecting it during
peak periods. It will hence support the
development of solar energy use.
The project also involves building a
dam to create the upstream reservoir,
a hydropower plant equipped with two
pump units, and all the associated
hydraulic, electrical and road
infrastructure.

In the framework of construction of the Isère Departmental Archives building,
Artelia designed a rooftop photovoltaic power plant for self-consumption with
a capacity of 213 kWp, anticipating the obligation to do so under the French
Climate Energy act of 2019.

In France and Cambodia, our teams
studied the connection of several
offshore wind farms to the grid. The
teams are also managing EPC contracts
for a number of onshore wind farms
and providing the associated design
and construction supervision services.

Construction of the
first pumped-storage
plant in the United
Arab Emirates

In its capacity as design engineer to the
Strabag-Özkar consortium, Artelia is
performing the following assignments:
• producing the working designs for the
civil engineering works;
• assisting with the management
of interfaces with the hydroelectromechanical equipment;
• developing and coordinating a BIM
in conjunction with all the project
partners;
• having the project documents and
building permits approved by the
regulatory authorities;
• performing hydraulic scale model
studies of the water intakes;
• providing technical assistance during
the works.

On behalf of NEOEN, Artelia performed a
project management assignment for in
the commissioning of a ground-mounted
140 MWp tracking solar power plant with
storage capabilities in the Usulutan region
of El Salvador.

© Architects: CR&ON Architectes / D3 Architectes
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Our teams are providing complete design and construction supervision
services for part of the athletes’ village:

Artelia has handed over the Pulse building (France), which will accommodate the Paris 2024 Olympics and Paralympics
Organising Committee. This pilot operation is exemplary from an energy and carbon standpoint on account of its use of timber
and bio-based materials, some of them reused. Thanks to this project a precedent has been set to reuse raised flooring
materials across the Île-de-France region.

• construction of buildings for office use, which will be converted in
accommodation during the Games and then be transformed back to
their original purpose after the athletes have left;
• development of a former industrial hangar to create a support services
centre (administration, fitness facilities, which will be transformed
subsequently into a large staff restaurant, a coworking space and
offices).

Resource efficiency
Putting ingenuity back at the heart of
engineering

© Poiroux Orius

Resource over-exploitation is a hard fact, and its
effects are becoming clear. In the field of water, with
which Artelia is highly familiar, specialists addressing
problems of shortage and pollution have long aligned
their actions with the natural cycle, placing the priority
on a sustainable, efficient approach to resource
management focusing on reuse.
This circular approach is now being applied of
construction, in response to the accelerating depletion
of certain raw materials and the requirements of ecodesign techniques which place an emphasis on the
carbon footprint of projects. If we are to make more
rational use of our resources, we must address some
increasingly pressing issues such as conservation,
bio-based materials and reuse channels as well as the
design and construction of adaptable and reversible
buildings.

We are all required to do things differently by this
need to do things differently, complying with cost
targets and delivery deadlines while also considering
ecological and social issues, which can sometimes
impose significant constraints. This is an exciting
challenge for engineers, driving them to use greater
ingenuity and hence to innovate, decompartmentalise
the various steps of the production process, and
strengthen their ties with architects, builders,
material manufacturers, social enterprises promoting
work integration and new forms of employment, and
players in the social and solidarity economy. This
transition towards a circular economy is in tune with
the times and set to become a long-term trend. So we
must embrace it, collectively and resolutely.
Katia Tibichte
Head of the Sustainable Buildings department

© Chaix & Morel et Associés

PROMOTING THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN CONSTRUCTION
Universeine eco-district in Saint-Denis (France)
The Universeine project, developed by Vinci Immobilier on behalf of Seine Ampère, involves transforming a brownfield site into a 7-hectare sustainable, mixeduse district. It will include a residential complex of more than 1000 housing units, public amenities, shops, businesses and office buildings.
The operation is aiming to achieve HQE (French green building) certification thanks to the energy performance of its buildings and the creation of a green corridor
composed of gardens, a shared greenhouse and terraces planted with vegetation. One of the innovative aspects of this district lies in the modular nature of
some of its buildings: Universeine will host the athletes’ village during the 2024 Paris Olympics, but these facilities have been designed to be converted back into
housing and offices after the event.

Artelia has written a “Guide to Reversible Design” - a collective work that documents best practice,
explaining why and how changes in building use should be factored into the design stage.
2019 Artelia Annual Report
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SUPPLYING EVERYONE WITH HIGH-QUALITY
WATER
Groundwater investigations in Brittany (France)
Faced with longer and more frequent droughts, the Morbihan departmental water agency
decided to take steps to safeguard drinking water production within its territory. It
commissioned Artelia to design and supervise a programme of groundwater investigations
on the Rhuys peninsula, a popular tourist destination where demand for drinking water
increases sharply during the summer season, putting it in a difficult situation.
Our teams performed some preliminary studies in order to identify potentially waterbearing formations, working on the basis of satellite images, digital terrain and
geophysical prospecting models. They then conducted a series of hydrogeological
investigations and subsequently narrowed the search down to two promising sites at
which they performed production tests while monitoring variations in salinity.

Our subsidiary SHER is designing and supervising
the works to rehabilitate the Imbo North irrigation
areas in Burundi.

Artelia Maroc is designing and supervising the
implementation of works to upgrade the drinking
water supply system of the city of Chefchaouen
(42,000 inhabitants) and supplies to 240 villages in the
surrounding area (150,000 inhabitants).

MANAGING RESOURCES
SUSTAINABLY
Starting up Khan Younis wastewater
treatment plant (Palestine)
The territory of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip,
suffered for many years from a lack of wastewater treatment
facilities. Effluent was discharged into the environment, posing a
serious threat to inhabitants’ health and the quality of groundwater.
The UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) funded the
construction of a plant capable of treating the wastewater produced
by an equivalent population of 376,000.
Artelia drew up the designs and supervised the construction of the
new facility (treatment plant, infiltration basins, pressure pipes,
power line). It has been operating since 2019, and provides a
treatment quality fully compliant with the requirements.

Artelia is assisting SEDIF, the water authority for the Greater Paris
region, with the installation of Low-Pressure Reverse Osmose
(LPRO) membrane treatment units, with a view to producing water
that is free of limestone, micro-pollutants and chlorine.

Our Group has been placed in charge of preparing the sewerage master plan
for the suburbs of Antananarivo (Madagascar) up to 2035.

Artelia has been commissioned by the
French Development Agency (AFD) to
perform a major study of water supplies
to five towns and cities with major
technical and economic concerns in
Himachal Pradesh, a mountainous area
of the Himalayas.

Artelia worked with the
Greater Reims urban area
authority (France) to prepare a
master plan for the integrated,
sustainable, climate-resilient
management of stormwater,
placing the priority on dialogue
and co-construction.
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Combining digital mock-ups with
planning tools, 4D BIM is a tool
both for comparing solutions
and monitoring project progress,
offering a means of:

Within the Smart Building Alliance, Artelia contributed to the creation of “BIM for Value”, the first frame of reference on the use of
digital mock-ups from design through to operation and maintenance.

• simulating the works right
from the design phase to obtain
an accurate understanding of
the project and communicate
easily with the various parties
involved;
• revealing, understanding and
mitigating risks within the
project organisation by testing
different options and comparing
proposals;

Digital transformation
Building our digital engineering capabilities
Digital technologies are keeping their promises and
transforming everyday life in our lines of business,
in spite of a tendency among certain vendors to
over-exaggerate the “wow” factor.
BIM is no longer a revolution; it is integral to design
and operation. Drones, optical fibre networks
and scans are used to model existing structures.
Cutting-edge processors are pushing back the
limits of scientific computation. Knowledge of
smart buildings and safe cities continues to grow.
A number of examples from 2019 demonstrate
that we have now developed solid credentials
in the area of digital technologies. These have
been further boosted by the generative design
expertise of our Danish business unit MOE and by
our increasingly advanced knowledge of BIM for
performing detailed designs.

The challenge of how to process the gigabytes of
data gathered on a bridge by a drone or retrieved
from a very rich but incomplete database on a
network of shops is galvanising our R&D teams, as
if there was any need to reiterate that the race goes
on and is gathering pace in 2020.
This huge wealth of applications underscores
the importance of IT infrastructure: whether in
a distant data centre or running through our
buildings, factories or works of art… it is there,
and a vital component of any digital solution. A
subsidiary specialising in this issue lends further
credibility to our Artelia Digital Solutions services,
which brings together all the Group’s skills in this
area and is staffed by highly experienced experts.

© Brunet Saunier Architectes and Desmoulin Architecture

• making a visual comparison
between the actual schedule
obtained from on-site records supplemented if necessary by a
drone flight - and the reference
schedule for the operation.

NEW ADVANCES IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
4D BIM adds a new dimension in refurbishing Lariboisière hospital (France)
Lariboisière hospital in northern Paris was built in the mid-19th century and is operated by AP-HP (Greater Paris University Hospitals). It
is currently undergoing refurbishment and upgrading works on an ambitious scale, which involve reconfiguring the historic facilities and
building a new state-of-the-art building accommodating 489 beds organised around an innovative diagnostic and treatment area, an accident
and emergency department and a maternity unit.
Commissioned to provide BIM organisation, planning and coordination for the project, Artelia used 4D BIM to combine a digital mock-up with
an array of planning tools. The procedure was implemented right from the design phase, and will remain in place throughout the works.

François-Xavier Huard
Director, Artelia Digital Solutions
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APPLYING DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY TO PROJECTS
Artedrones: augmented expertise
The scope of action of Artedrones, our airborne data
acquisition and processing department, is expanding rapidly
year on year. In 2019, it was commissioned for a wide variety
of tasks such as mapping of Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris
prior to the start of reconstruction, 3D monitoring of works
on the breakwater in Bormes-les-Mimosas, runway 3 of Orly
airport, and the extension of Port-la-Nouvelle harbour.
Artedrones provides engineers with key information. It
performs high-definition surveys of sensitive networks,
buildings, structures and sites in order to deliver a 360°
visualisation that provides a basis for assessing, inspecting
and monitoring work sites. It also performs technical
surveys in the form of point clouds, providing inputs for 3D
reconstitutions that can be accessed via an online viewing
platform.

Artelia has published a new version of its software
for managing dam monitoring data. AUSC² now
offers all the capabilities and user-friendliness of a
web application.

Viability, our road asset management and
diagnostic tool, is now fully operational, having
been calibrated on urban and intercity networks
over the past two years.

Our expertise in the area of maritime modelling has
been enhanced by the arrival of the Open Ocean team,
which proposes on-line decision support solutions
tailored to the marine renewable energy sector.

Artelia Digital Solutions includes an in-house digital services company that has been supporting public authorities and businesses for 30 years.
It offers a broad array of services: auditing, consultancy, hardware and software integration, supply of cloud-based infrastructure and
solutions, facilities management, technical assistance, and in-service support.

HELPING OUR CLIENTS ACHIEVE
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Restructuring the IT network of health
insurance company SMI
SMI appointed Artelia Digital Solutions to integrate and implement a
programme to redesign its LAN (local area network) in order to bring it
into line with the company’s changing technological and organisational
requirements. The restructuring process was completed within a very tight
deadline, and had to ensure that consistency would be maintained with the
LAN architectures deployed on SMI’s IT network by our teams in the past in
order to optimise and enhance its overall performance.

Total’s refinery in Feyzin appointed Artelia Digital Solutions to
perform a comprehensive audit of its technical documentation
bases and develop software for extracting digital data and
performing basic processing operations on them.

© Mutuelle SMI

Artelia Digital Solutions performed a comprehensive audit of the IT
environment of Semitag, the semi-public body managing the public
transport network of the Grenoble-Alpes metropolitan area, and
formulated proposals for improvements.

Mining and metallurgy company
Eramet commissioned Artelia Digital
Solutions to provide third-party
application maintenance with a
view to migrating all its applications
to Windev 20, and to manage the
developments required for its site to
function correctly.
© Bernard Blaise
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Artelia assisted STMicroelectronics with the construction of a new production unit in Crolles (France) and collaborated closely with the
client’s teams to roll out a new project management method combining 3D technologies and Lean Management.

Industrial competitiveness
Constantly optimising production

Our assignment comprising the detailed designs,
assistance with procurement and supervision of the
works called on our full range of expertise in the
fields of processes, piping, electricity, platework,
civil engineering and metal frameworks. A video
presenting the progression of the works on the site
over 12 months was produced using drones and
fixed cameras set up at various locations.

© Armel Istin

Global population growth is driving increasing
demand for energy, commodities and
consumer goods. At the same time, production
sites are under ever greater pressure to meet
increasingly strict safety standards while
consuming fewer resources and reducing their
impacts on the environment - and remaining
profitable.

optimising production. Boosting industrial
performance levels is the target that we strive
to meet on a daily basis in the course of our
projects, whether they involve designing new
units, equipment or laboratories, modernising
existing facilities and making them safer,
or fine-tuning logistics and distribution
infrastructure.

Alkion Terminal Le Havre commissioned Artelia to design and supervise the construction of 26 petrochemical product
storage tanks, in the context of a large-scale industrial projet to create a stockyard with a total capacity of 34,000 m3.

These
intersecting
challenges
mean
enhancing efficiency at all levels, and this is
what makes our job truly exciting. Engineers
play a vital role in this constant challenge of

Hervé Darnand
Executive Director, Artelia Industrial Facilities

This is one of the largest chemical storage terminals of its kind France in terms of volume, and is being built to the very
latest protection standards. In addition to these storage tanks, with capacities ranging between 500 and 3000 m3, logistics
facilities will be created for receiving and shipping substances by sea, rail or road.

MAKING PROTECTION OF SITES THE TOP PRIORITY
A giant stockyard with cutting-edge safety systems for Alkion
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CREATING HIGH-TECH
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
OPTIMISING PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
Partnership with Syngenta covering
Africa, Europe and the Middle East

© Syngenta Seneffe

Our teams in Vietnam continued their construction
supervision assignment at the Hoa Phat Dung Quat
Steel plant and port in the province of Quang Ngai. Most
of the steelworks, ancillary buildings and infrastructure
were commissioned in 2019.

Artelia Italia has signed a
framework agreement with
Leonardo, a key player in
the aerospace, defence and
security sectors, under the
terms of which it will provide
technical designs and manage
the construction of buildings
and industrial facilities in
northern and central Italy.

© Hoa Phat Dung Quat Steel

Syngenta, a leading Swiss group specialising in seeds and
crop protection, has signed a long-term framework agreement
with Artelia covering engineering, design and construction
supervision services at thirty-two of its sites in Europe, Africa
and the Middle East. One of the sites with which our teams
have worked is its strategic site in Monthey (Switzerland).
Several projects have also been initiated in Belgium with our
local subsidiary and with our branch offices in Maubeuge and
Dunkirk, with key tasks including modernising the fertiliser and
crop protection product manufacturing units at the Seneffe site.

Semedi has appointed us to provide
technical assistance and supervise the
works to extend its underground steam
network to supply industrial firms within
the port area of Le Havre.

Artelia Vietnam has taken charge of work to extend
the costume jewellery factory operated by Marigot
(a subsidiary of Swarovski) in Bien Hoa City. Artelia
is providing complete engineering and construction
management services (18,000 m2 of production facilities
and 3400 m2 of amenities).

© Unicons

Designing a screwing module for
Renault Trucks (AB Volvo)
After rolling out a new screwing process on its assembly lines,
Renault Trucks (AB Volvo) called on our services to design a
tool enabling the L 650 cockpit workstations to be automated.
Suspended from rails attached to the building framework and
connected to the plant’s IT and pneumatic systems, the new module
fits seamlessly into the assembly line and can be adapted to
various types of cabin.
The works were carried out within a very tight deadline, during the
plant’s summer shutdown, and had to comply with a set of very
strict safety and environmental protection requirements. Strict
organisational and inspection procedures were applied to the
traceability of products such as paint and lubricants and the sorting
of work site waste.

Safran Landing Systems awarded us a turnkey contract
to build the testing laboratory at its plant in Vélizy
(France). This “Excelab” (excellence laboratory) will be
used in developing the landing and braking equipment
and systems of the future.

© Renault Trucks (AB Volvo)

Artelia is involved in the turnkey delivery of a workshop for
manufacturing toroidal superconducting magnets for the ITER
project, a demonstration nuclear fusion reactor being built
in France with contributions from thousands of international
scientists and engineers.

We are assisting Total in the construction of its new
research and innovation centre on the Saclay plateau
in Palaiseau (SW of Paris). The new facility will
comprise laboratories and administrative areas and
be dedicated to low-carbon energy.

© ITER
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ASSISTING WITH THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE OF INDUSTRIAL
PROJECTS
Environmental and social impact assessments in
Myanmar
Over the past ten years Myanmar has enjoyed one of the fastest growth rates in
Asia and has introduced legislation that requires social impact assessments to be
performed for all development projects. Artelia Myanmar has finalised several such
assessments for onshore and offshore exploration projects on behalf of players in
the oil and gas sectors (PTTEP, Pacific Hunt Energy). Our subsidiary has also assisted
other players in completing administrative procedures with regard to energy facilities,
industrial estates, factories and infrastructure.
It has also assisted the Group’s experts involved in performing environmental impact
and safety assessments for the Shweli 3 dam project, one of the main components
of the country’s effort to develop its hydropower resources. Artelia has undertaken
to provide a detailed hydrological analysis, hydraulic modelling services, a study of
sediment transport and water quality, and fauna, flora and fish inventories with a view
to suggesting measures to attenuate the dam’s environmental and socio-economic
impacts.

Having contributed to the RefrinDD collaborative research programme concerning the
sustainable regeneration of brownfield sites spearheaded by the French Environment
and Energy Management Agency (ADEME), Artelia is now involved in the RENOV’Friches
programme, which is focusing on operational development.

OPTIMISING DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
Service stations: the transformation continues
Our assignments to implement the “service station of the future” for the world’s
leading fuel distributors have continued at a steady pace. We have successfully
launched operations on behalf of Shell in Mexico, involving refurbishing and
extending its entire nation-wide network of service stations. We are performing
Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management (EPCM) assignments
in this context, paying special attention to safety issues. We have also instigated
similar operations on behalf of Shell in Indonesia and expanded our services in the
Philippines to include design and engineering.
In the Czech Republic, the country’s principal distributor Benzina commissioned us
to refurbish the shops across its network of some 320 service stations, with a view
to making them more attractive and boosting revenues. Our Czech subsidiary has
undertaken to upgrade 60 sites per year.
In France, we assisted Total with its campaign to roll out Super Ethanol E 85 fuel
in nearly 150 service stations, overseeing the refurbishment of their storage and
distribution facilities when necessary. Also in France, we supervised the creation of
new LNG, CNG and LIN service stations on behalf of Air Liquide.
The roll-out of alternative fuels has become a key focus of our business. We
are sharing our expertise with many international and regional groups that are
committed to promoting LNG, biogas, hydrogen and electricity for vehicles in
Europe and the rest of the world.

Artelia continued delivering services to its long-standing clients in the banking and insurance
sector (BNP, LCL, Société Générale, Crédit Coopératif, Unicredit, BNL, Monte dei Paschi di Siena,
Covea, Macif, Maïf, MGEN, etc.) in relation to their networks of agencies and their customer service
platforms.

Our teams audited the environmental and social management
plans for the construction of the oil and container terminal in
the port of Nouakchott (Mauritania).

Following on from France, where new clubs are continuing to open, fitness
chain Basic-Fit appointed Artelia Spain to act as general contractor as it rolls
out new clubs across Spain.

In the framework of a
remediation project headed
by Retia, Artelia studied a
self-contained, energy-efficient
heat treatment based on
a thermopile to be applied
to earth contaminated with
hydrocarbons.
© Basic Fit
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Artelia acted as mobility expert during the international consultation instigated by the Greater Paris Metropolitan Forum
on the topic of “The Roads of the Future”, which was presented to the public through a travelling exhibition.

Multimodal mobility
Meeting new needs
Physical exchanges - passenger travel and goods
transport - are essential to life, prosperity and
social development. They have increased in volume
over the last few decades, driven by population
growth, improvements in living standards and our
increasingly globalised production systems.
Artelia’s studies and assignments have long
focused on developing, improving and extending air,
river, maritime and land transport infrastructure
to improve efficiency and safety. Sustainable
development and a desire to eradicate the problems
of pollution and congestion have compelled us to
work on approaches placing the focus on public
transport and technologies that are less harmful
for the environment. In 2019, Artelia contributed to
the commissioning of over 100 km of tram, metro
and BRT lines, some for vehicles using alternative
fuels. These projects went hand-in-hand with
extensive discussions on intermodality, transport

considerations in urban planning, and the future of
major linear infrastructure and key port and airport
facilities.
Our approach to multimodal transport has now
reached maturity, enabling us to look ahead
confidently to the challenges we now face as a
result of the Covid- 19 health crisis. Lockdown and
- above all - the gradual lifting of its restrictions
are forcing us once more to reconsider the ways in
which we move around and procure essential goods
and services. Artelia stands ready to support these
changes by placing its expertise at the disposal of
the community and the sector operators.

© Dire l’Entreprise

This new facility was an instant
success with the public, bringing
a great sense of satisfaction
and pride to the Artelia teams
who provided the design and
construction supervision
services in accordance with
French public procurement law,
including technical designs for
the structure, utilities, fire safety
system, deconstruction and
asbestos removal.

CREATING BACKBONE MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT INTERCHANGES
Extending the Marseille metro and opening Capitaine Gèze station (France)
The Capitaine Gèze multimodal transport interchange, inaugurated on 16 December 2019, marks the first stage of some long-awaited
improvements to transport services in the northern districts of Marseille. Many difficulties had to be overcome in implementing this complex
operation to extend the existing line by 900 m and create the interchange, which has been designed to cater to mutiple uses.
Gathered around the new metro station are a bus station, a huge covered park-and-ride facility, bike sheds and several pedestrian accesses
connecting the hub to a district that is currently in the process of being redeveloped. The building is also equipped with 1000 m2 of solar panels
and a natural ventilation system that avoids the need for mechanical systems.

Frédéric Ghoulmié
Head of the Urban Transport
& Infrastructure business unit
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BRINGING DIVERSITY TO URBAN
MOBILITY
A fifth line for the Montpellier
tramway (France)

© Atelier GARCIA-DIAZ

This new line is fully in keeping with the Montpellier metropolitan
area authority’s strategy of building an efficient, meshed public
transport network covering the city’s key amenities, residential
areas and business districts and reaching out to its suburbs. Its
aim is to connect the north and west of the urban area by building
infrastructure comprising 13 km of bus lanes, 25 stations, ten
civil engineering structures, five park-and-ride facilities and a
new depot. The project owners, 3M (the Montpellier Méditerranée
Métropole authority) and TAM (the Montpellier area transport
authority), selected the consortium headed by Artelia to develop
these facilities, which must achieve high levels of efficiency
both from an economical standpoint and in terms of the services
delivered to users.

Réunion island backs
sustainable mobility with
RunRail and an urban
cable car
the foundation stone of the urban cable
car in Saint-Denis de La Réunion was laid
on 20 September 2019. Tying in with the
city council’s “Modern Integrated Transport
Network” programme, the 2.7 km-long future
cable car will have five stations and offer
inhabitants an efficient alternative to the
city’s congested road network.
At the same time the Réunion regional
authority voted to implement the first stage
of the RunRail light rail transit line, following
a public consultation process that gave
the green light to the project. The 10 km
line will connect Saint-Denis and SainteMarie and provide access to key regional
amenities such as the hospital and university.
Artelia is assisting the owners of these two
projects, drawing on the teams at its Réunion
subsidiary.

© Zone UP R. Cousin/Kreyone
RunRail - Région Réunion

2019 saw the inauguration of several urban public transport infrastructure projects to which our teams made substantial contributions.
Artelia transformed the Caen rubber-tyred tramway into to a more efficient
system on tracks in an operation completed in record time that involved
fundamentally reworking the existing infrastructure.

Artelia has been commissioned to design and
supervise construction of the infrastructure,
structures and equipment of the north-west
section of Toulouse metro line 3.

We completed the Fébus bus rapid transit (BRT) service in Pau,
a new line operated with articulated hydrogen fuel-cell buses
serving 14 stations on a 6 km-long route crossing the urban area.

In 2019, Artelia handed over the final section
of the Lens - Liévin - Hénin-Beaumont BRT,
the extension of tram line T1 in Asnières-surSeine, line D and the extension of line C of the
Bordeaux tramway, and the busway servicing
Bordeaux-Mérignac airport.

© ATTICA - Architectes paysagistes

© Maxppp

On the Grand Paris Express metro
system, we are continuing to
provide Société du Grand Paris with
assistance on lines 15 south, 16
and 17, and design and construction
services for lines 11 and 18. The
implementation phase of this major
project is now well underway, with
works on all lines now in progress.

Enel X has placed its trust in Artelia Italia once
again, this time to roll out its network of electric
car charging stations. The goal is to install
28,000 charging points across Italy by 2022.

The inter-municipal agency
of the Paris suburbs for
energy and communication
networks (SIPPEREC) has
commissioned our teams to
study the roll-out of electric
car charging stations across
its territory.
© Tisséo Ingénierie
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BUILDING ESSENTIAL
ENGINEERING STRUCTURES
TELT, the longest railway tunnel in
the world
© Architect: TNT Architects and Vilhelm Lauritzen Architects

CONNECTING REGIONS AND CONTINENTS
Supporting the growth of Copenhagen Airport (Denmark)
Copenhagen Airport is preparing to welcome 40 million passengers per year between now and 2035, almost double its current capacity, driven by both
domestic travel and European transit traffic. A huge extension and redevelopment programme has hence been launched in order to adapt the existing
facilities in line with these changes. Our MOE business unit is a long-standing partner of the airport authority and is closely involved in these operations.
One project concerned the design of a walkway about 100 m long connecting the metro directly to terminal 3, which handles large numbers of passengers.
Our Danish teams also participated in the development of a new pathway and relaxation area between terminals 2 and 3, on top of an underground car
park. This is a complex operation to high quality standards involving the use of natural stone, trees and shrubs. The aim is both to create a pleasant setting
in which to stage various recreational activities and to improve overall airport safety.

Artelia is performing the studies to extend the port of Skikda
(Algeria), involving the creation of three additional berths to
accommodate oil tankers, LNG carriers and container carriers.

© CHEC

Artelia is assisting the waterways management authority of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo in updating the complete
navigation charts covering a 2300 km section of the Congo River.

Crossing the Alps over a distance of 57.5 km between SaintJean-de-Maurienne in France and Susa in Italy, the twinbored base tunnel will be the longest rail tunnel ever built. It
will constitute the centrepiece of a new high-speed rail link
between France and Italy that aims to transport 5 million
passengers and nearly 40 million tonnes of freight per year,
thereby reducing road transport and the resulting pollution
issues.
TELT (Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin), the project developer, has
chosen Artelia to lead the project management consortium that
will assist it in implementing this large-scale project, currently
slated for completion in 2030. Artelia’s assignment will
consist in coordinating the many parties involved throughout
the project. The contract also includes the performance of
studies in all the fields concerned by the development: civil
engineering, geology, geotechnical engineering, railway
equipment, railway development, environment and safety.
Quadric, our subsidiary specialising in engineering
structures, supervised the demolition and reconstruction
of La Buissière bridge in Isère (SE France), which had been
closed to traffic after one of its piers subsided.

© ATELIER RITZ ARCHITECTE

© TELT

Secoa, our specialist in civil engineering studies, teamed up with RFR to perform the engineering designs for
a new footbridge improving access to the Chartres railway station hub. It also assisted Essonne departmental
council, Juvisy municipal council, SNCF Réseau et Mobilités, and the Grand Orly Seine Bièvre public authority
with the construction of another footbridge in Juvisy-sur-Orge (France), across a broad railway yard.

© Lavigne Chéron Architectes
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In 2019, the Grand Prix National de l’Ingénierie organisation awarded Artelia the Construction & Development prize for the
reconfiguring of the Quai d’Ivry interchange (on Paris’s left bank), a project which will result in the creation of a new eco-district
around the busiest section of ring road in Europe.

Artelia is operating on behalf of a consortium comprising
Engie, Suez, La Poste and VYV, which has signed a
comprehensive performance contract with the Angers Loire
metropolitan area authority. Our teams will be handling the
public lighting engineering services for the project:

Urban renewal

• coordination and assistance in the scheduling of the
works;
• audit of 50,000 street lighting units and sports stadiums;

Working together to build cities that are safe,
functional, resilient and pleasant to live in

• street lighting studies, smart lighting aspects and
preparation of lighting guidelines;
• review and approval of the working designs;
• provision of a GIS engineer for the database management
aspects and integration in the CAMM system.

Although all cities are different, most would seem
to share the same goal: to give a growing number of
people a safe, functional and pleasant place to live in,
a place that promotes sustainable development and
that facilitates economic, social and cultural life.
As we grapple with some hard questions about our
use of resources, our environmental impacts, new
digital technologies and resilience - questions that
the current pandemic has thrown into sharp relief
- it is more important than ever to address urban
ecosystems in all of their rich complexity. And that
should be done by comparing different approaches
to urban issues as part of a dialogue involving all
stakeholders.
This importance attached to dialogue is a key feature
of Artelia’s corporate culture, which addresses the

specifics of urban development as part of a threepronged process: we look at and coordinate the issues
at all geographical levels, from the city-wide to the
neighbourhood level, to the individual building; we
then address all of the life cycles involved, from the
genesis of projects through to their construction and
operation; and finally we coordinate our 80 or more
skills sectors and areas of expertise covering the
issues faced by cities and the people who live in them.
This all-inclusive process of dialogue is reflected in
our ongoing commitment to work within the different
bodies involved in exploring and implementing
sustainable cities. Our aim is thus to be an agile,
innovative engineering company in this area.
Laurent Vigneau
Director, Research, Development & Innovation

HELPING TO MAKE CITIES SMART
Angers embraces the smart city model (France)
The Angers Loire metropolitan area authority has enthusiastically embraced the smart city model with the aim of “optimising urban services by using technologies
to generate savings for the community, while at the same time accelerating the ecological transition.” These savings and efficiencies are to be achieved in areas
such as street lighting and public buildings, water and wastewater, waste, illuminated signage, parking and green spaces, and will involve the installation of new
urban furniture and devices, a large number of sensors and a system to manage the data collected.
The processing of this valuable data is indeed the heart of this programme - a scheme intended to achieve 20-66% water and energy savings, improvements in
waste collection and lower levels of traffic pollution – as well as savings to the tune of €100 million a year for the local authority.

Artelia is helping other cities and towns - Pézenas and Port-de-Bouc (France) for example - in formulating their
Smart City strategies as well as the collaborative development of action plans to implement these strategies.
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A green energy plant combined
with a recreational facility
(Denmark)
The new Amager Bakke waste-to-energy plant is an
exceptional building with its striking steel structure and
an original approach to embedding the facility within the
urban community. This combined heat and power plant
has been designed to accommodate a recreational centre
– a rooftop facility incorporating ski slopes and ski lifts, a
climbing wall, a running path and a hiking area and offering
spectacular views of the city.

CREATING SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBOURHOODS, CITIES AND REGIONS

Our teams, which were involved in developing the plan in 2014, are now working with the agency to support “integrated regional planning” and “development projects in priority
sectors”, for which purposes they are carrying out assessments and technical and economic studies, and providing assistance with consultation processes.

The project is the first of its kind in the world and saw
our MOE business unit harness its unique skillset in the
design of multi-purpose plants. Having already picked up
the Tekla Global BIM Award for its use of digital tools, in
2019 the project was awarded the European Steel Prize
for its “ambitious vision for how a green energy plant
can be combined with recreational areas that encourage
adventure, play and movement”.

Artelia is providing comprehensive design and construction supervision
services for the Micheville ecopark development. The site is France’s
first major development under the Alzette-Belval “operation of national
interest” (OIN), an ambitious urban regeneration scheme straddling the
border between France and Luxemburg.

MOE is involved in the development of the UN17 Village, a project
to implement tangible solutions for all of the UN’s sustainable
development goals at a district-wide level.

Implementing Corsica’s sustainable regional development plan (France)
Artelia is assisting Corsica’s urban and energy development agency AUE in implementing its regional plan for sustainable development PADDUC, a framework document that
places the emphasis on managing resources sustainably and tackling social and regional inequalities.

Artelia contributes to the Grand Arénas project: the
development of a business district offering a whole host of
functions and amenities and one of the flagship schemes of the
Eco-Vallée de la Plaine du Var development (France).

© Rasmus Hjortshøj - Architect: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group - Landscape: SLA

Artelia is providing services on the Toulouse metropolitan area’s Grand Parc Garonne
scheme (France) which involves the radical transformation of 30 km of river banks
along the river Garonne. Our people are overseeing the redevelopment of the Ile du
Ramier to create a large urban park and new recreational facilities.

Our teams are working on the
Étoile Annemasse-Geneva
development, an eco-district
which sits on the FrenchSwiss border and whose
signature features include
outstanding public transport
services and a diverse mix of
urban functions.
© D&A

© Leclercq Associés

© TMRW (edited) - Architect: Lendager Group + Årstiderne Architects

© Agence TER
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REINVENTING THE PLACES
WHERE WE LIVE AND WORK
© RFR

Greenwich Peninsula: a vibrant
mixed-use scheme (United Kingdom)

© Uniform

Artelia Vietnam supervised the construction of the Friendship Tower, a
21-storey office building situated in the heart of Ho Chi Minh City. The building,
which has LEED A rating, offers first-class, extremely flexible working areas.

The Greenwich Peninsula mixed-use development scheme, lying
on the River Thames in London, will provide more than 15,000
new homes, a new tube station, schools, offices, health services
and public spaces. Artelia is working with the Owner, Knight
Dragon, on the creation of a central feature of the operation –
the Design District – a development of 16 bespoke buildings
providing attractive and affordable workspaces for creative
industries. The complex also includes a public square, courtyard,
food market and roof-top basketball court.

Cutting-edge expertise for the refurbishment of La Samaritaine department store (France)
This flagship project is intended to restore the famous Parisian department store to its former glory by means of a highly diverse programme of work including
the creation of a world-class concept-store, a 5-star hotel, offices, housing units and a childcare centre. The project involved the complete transformation of the
architectural envelopes with a view to modernising the interior spaces, making the structure safe, optimising energy efficiency and bringing natural light into the
store, while respecting the constraints associated with a listed building. To that end two glass-roofed atriums were created within the existing complex.
RFR, our special structures and architectural envelopes subsidiary, brought its expertise to bear with the development of a triple-glazed skin, curved vertical
glass facades, a multi-layered silk-screen finish, electrochromic glass panels and glass roofs with strut and tension bar or cable-supported substructures. These
features allowed both the new elements - the undulating facade on Rue de Rivoli for example - and restored features such as the legendary glass ceiling, to meet
requirements in terms of comfort, mechanical strength and temperature, protection against sunlight and acoustics.

Artelia managed the construction of the first tranche of the
Condorcet Campus project in the northeast Paris suburb of
Aubervilliers (France): nine buildings with a total surface area
of 50,000 m² and a 6.4 hectare footprint. The new campus will
eventually accommodate 11 research and higher education
establishments in the field of human and social sciences.

Artelia Italia is managing the restructuring of the Palazzo Marignoli, a
prestigious building in central Rome dating back to 1880, on behalf of Allianz
RE. The operation involves completely redeploying and reorganising the
internal spaces, and substantially improving safety and energy efficiency.

Our French teams are
continuing their design and
construction supervision
assignment for the Duo and
Hekla La Défense projects,
two flagship towers in Paris
that are currently in the
construction phase.
© Andrea Garasi

Our teams provided comprehensive
design and construction services for the
Gare du Sud railway station project in
Nice (France). The project, which has BBC
Effinergie and Habitat & Environnement
certification, involved the restoration
of the listed station building and the
creation of homes, boutiques, fitness
spaces and a cinema complex.

© Vincent Bourdon

Our teams completed the project to expand the
Créteil Soleil shopping centre (France), one of the
biggest malls in the Paris region. The building was
also recognised for its environmental performance,
achieving BREEAM and WELL certification.

© Ateliers 2/3/4

Artelia Spain has been
commissioned to manage
the refurbishment of the
Thader Shopping Centre in
Murcia (Spain). The centre
is going to be completely
redesigned, in order to
make it more functional and
enhance its image.
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REINVENTING HEALTHCARE
ESTABLISHMENTS

MODERNISING HOTEL AND
LEISURE COMPLEXES

The new Tourangelle Clinic is
delivered (France)

© Sanae Architecture

The Marseille hospital group AP-HM appointed Artelia to carry out a
comprehensive assessment of its buildings and develop a range of
scenarios for renovating the city’s two main hospitals dating back to the
1960s and 70s: l’Hôpital Nord and La Timone.

Restructuring the Hotel de la
Ville in Rome (Italy)

Artelia, partnering with architects Sanae Architecture,
has completed its work on the reconfiguration of
the Tourangelle Clinic in the centre of Tours. This
amalgamation of two existing clinics involved the
restructuring of the existing building and doubling of
its surface area. One of the main aims of the project
was to meet current needs in terms of larger diagnostic
and treatment areas and the integration of robotics
and imaging technologies into the operating suites. An
adjoining day surgery unit was also created as part of
Sanae Architecture’s own innovative approach to patient
accommodation, providing privacy for patients while
incorporating the bed and the requisite medical facilities.
As attested to by the new elliptical glass facade and
interior layouts and furnishings, particular importance
was attached to the aesthetics of the new facility so as to
optimise the experience for patients.

Artelia UK is involved in the scheme to upgrade and extend the historic
building housing the Royal College of Surgeons in London, with a view to
providing this prestigious centre for teaching and research in surgical
care with functional, sustainable and more accessible facilities.

© Janos Grapow

Our teams oversaw the conversion of part of
the Paris Porte de Versailles Exhibition Centre
(France) into a hotel complex incorporating a
Novotel and Mama Shelter.

Artelia Spain performed the
technical due diligence for, and
managed the construction of the Ibis
Plaza hotel in Oporto (Portugal).

Following in the footsteps of many other luxury hotels,
the prestigious Hotel de la Ville in Rome, operated by
Rocco Forte Hotels, has been completely transformed
and modernised to meet the expectations of today’s
guests. Artelia Italia provided complete project
management services for this large-scale undertaking.
All the public spaces, guest rooms and technical and
service areas have been refurbished and refitted,
taking care to preserve the architectural features of the
two listed historic buildings. More spacious and betterappointed suites, a new spa featuring a swimming
pool, treatment/massage rooms and gym, and terraces
offering sweeping views of the city are the key
components of this exemplary restructuring project.

Artelia Vietnam is managing the implementation of two
outstanding hotel projects, the X2 Hoi An Resort & Residence,
a prize-winner in the 2019 International Property Awards, and
the Sunbay Park Hotel & Resort, which won the 2019 World
Architecture Award.

MOE is working on several
hospital refurbishment
projects in the Copenhagen
area, the brief being to
develop spaces designed with
the patient’s experience and
wellbeing at heart.
© Tourre Sanchis

© Hawkins/Brown

© Ibis Plaza

© Sunbay Ninh Thuan
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Paris’s Théâtre du Châtelet reopens
(France)

© IFEMA

PROMOTING CULTURE, HERITAGE AND SPORT
Extension of the IFEMA Feria de Madrid convention centre (Spain)
IFEMA Feria de Madrid is one of Europe’s leading convention centres, and Spain’s largest. It hosts a number of events each year attracting more than
four million visitors and 35,000 exhibitors.
A further extension is planned on a 500,000 m2 plot in Valdebebas, half of which is building land. The operation includes the creation of two exhibition
and meeting halls, service buildings, new entrances and access roads, parking areas and other infrastructure (the convention centre is to be extended
and an adjoining area has been earmarked for the construction of business premises and hotels). Artelia Spain has been appointed to manage the
project and is developing it using BIM.

Artelia UK is managing the design and construction of the new Victoria &
Albert Collection and Research Centre, an extension to the famous London
museum providing an original approach to the way in which objects are
collected, conserved and displayed.

© Diller Scofidio+Renfro

Artelia UK is involved in the transformation of
the Kia Oval in London, an operation that will
make it the largest cricket stadium in the United
Kingdom.

© Rolfe Judd

The Théâtre du Châtelet, which first opened its doors in 1862, has
been given a new lease of life. In commissioning this refurbishment,
the intention of the Paris city council was to modernise the theatre
while at the same time preserving and restoring many of its
original remarkable features. The facades and roof, the Grande
Salle and the theatre’s foyer have thus been restored to the glory
of their imperial past. But the project has also involved many
technical improvements: the rehearsal studios and sound and light
management systems have been modernised, new scene-shifting
apparatus has been installed and the theatre’s electrical, heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and fire protection systems have been
upgraded.
Artelia provided assistance to the Owner throughout the project,
working closely with the design and construction supervision
consortium headed by architects Philippe Pumain, alongside
heritage architects Christian Laporte and set designer Thierry
Guignard.

© Jean-claude N’Diaye

HERITAGE Enhancing and preserving our historic buildings

Our teams took part in
the renovation of the
Carnavalet Museum, a
museum dedicated to the
history of Paris. The aim is
to make the museum a notto-be missed experience
for both French and foreign
visitors to the capital.

Our teams have an outstanding track record in renovating and revitalizing historic buildings. This experience has been
forged through numerous restoration projects involving museums, monuments, hotels and theatres in France, Italy and
the UK, including landmark schemes such as the renovation of Canterbury Cathedral, the refurbishment of Hôtel de
Crillon (a Rosewood hotel in Paris) and the restoration of the Procuratie Vecchie in Venice.
Artelia’s Heritage offering brings this international experience to clients in the form of project management expertise,
risk management and engineering services dedicated to the conservation, restoration, showcasing and repurposing of
historic and cultural buildings and tourist sites.
This capability is being enhanced with the acquisition of British heritage building experts Austin Newport.
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Our subsidiary Quadric is monitoring the bridge as part of a process involving:
• teams on-call 24/7;
• the definition of alert thresholds;

Artelia has been working with the Sud-Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur regional authority (France) to prepare a white paper
on the major natural hazards to which the region is exposed.

• the production of monthly reports.
To that end our teams have installed a comprehensive monitoring system comprising:
• sensors detecting deformation, movement and temperature in order to monitor the performance
of the tie rods which anchor the suspension cables to the concrete anchor blocks;
• accelerometers to detect breakages of the wires forming the cables and hangers;
• a data acquisition system in each anchor block;
• a supervisory website allowing real-time monitoring of the data collected.

Safety and security
Addressing a fundamental issue

Safety, according to sociologists, is a basic human
need and a key foundation stone for the development
of the societies in which we live. Minimizing natural,
industrial, health, workplace and social risks to
people and property is thus one of the key roles of
local authorities and governments. This need for
safety extends to all fields and is the justification
for a whole host of measures and regulations.
Artelia handles multiple aspects of this wideranging subject. As a company involved in the
design, construction and operation of a very varied
range of projects, we strive to reduce the risk of
accidents occurring by ensuring that each facility,
structure or building we work on is safe and
reliable. Our hydraulics laboratory and numerical
simulation tools, as well as our solutions for

monitoring engineering structures, are the means
we use to achieve that goal. We have carried out
numerous projects in the area of industrial safety
and security, covering in particular some of the
most hazardous facilities.
We have also done extensive work in connection
with key issues like fire safety, transport and public
spaces. And in the context of the current Covid-19
health crisis, we are harnessing our know-how to
help our clients plan, identify and coordinate safety
measures to be rolled out and enforced at their
project sites.
Jean-Luc Attia
Deputy General Manager, Mobility & Infrastructure

EQUIPPING ENGINEERING STRUCTURES WITH MONITORING SYSTEMS
Vernaison Bridge in Lyon (France)
Vernaison Bridge, which straddles the River Rhône south of Lyon, is an example of a French heritage structure, which after decades of
operations, is in need of closer monitoring. The suspension bridge, which was built in 1957, has three spans of 45, 231 and 45 metres in length
which support a 5.5 metre-wide deck used by vehicles and pedestrians. Several projects have already been implemented to improve the
safety of the bridge, but the authorities are now concerned about its cable suspension system and have decided to install a system allowing its
performance to be monitored continuously.
The bridge has thus been fitted out with numerous sensors which collect data on its condition and behaviour, as well as a data centre allowing
the real-time transmission of the data. The monitoring process will ensure that the requisite safeguards are implemented to protect users in the
event of a sudden deterioration of the situation.
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Designing sea defences for the new port
of Safi (Morocco)
Our hydraulics laboratory, which boasts nearly a century of experience,
possesses some quite exceptional physical scale modelling skills and
tools, which allow it to study the behaviour of structures subjected to both
ordinary and extreme conditions. These tools are particularly useful when
it comes to modelling events that are difficult or impossible to reproduce
with numerical models.
The laboratory was accordingly asked to put its expertise to work to
study the complex hydraulic processes generated by the combined
effect of incident swell, shoaling and wave reflection against the cliffs
and breakwater at the new port of Safi. Tests, carried out with the
aim of making the port safer for users, made it possible to determine
overtopping mechanisms affecting the quayside area adjacent to the main
breakwater and to design a structure to intercept overtopping waves.

Our shiphandling training centre at Port Revel (France), dedicated to improving the safety of
maritime traffic, inaugurated its 12th scale model (a large container carrier) in 2019, while
continuing to expand its facilities.

The French development agency AFD appointed us to assess the
stability of the Mone, Yenwe and Zangtu embankment dams in
Myanmar ahead of identifying the risks, impacts and socio-economic
issues associated with these structures.

IMPROVING THE
SAFETY OF HAZARDOUS
INSTALLATIONS

© 2020 The Lubrizol Corporation

MAKING BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES
AND INFRASTRUCTURE SAFER

Improving safety at the Lubrizol
plants in Rouen and Le Havre
(France)
In the wake of the fire which destroyed part of its Rouen
plant on 26 September 2019, the speciality chemicals
company Lubrizol developed a plan to make safety
improvements beyond those required by law. The
company appointed Artelia to help it in this endeavour.
The company appointed Artelia for the studies, project
management and construction services; the facilities
were delivered on time and within budget.

Artelia assisted the Nice Côte d’Azur metropolitan area in developing
a new “urban hypervisor and control centre” for the needs of the
municipal police. The project is the first of its kind in France in terms
of the broad range of goals it is aiming to achieve, which include the
integration of new information and communication technologies and
the compatibility of systems with the eventual roll-out of a Smart City
strategy.

Orano, a company specialising in producing and
enriching uranium, appointed Artelia to design an
earthquake and hurricane-proof building for weighing
the uranium cylinders produced at its Tricastin plant
(France).

The French atomic energy agency CEA
appointed Artelia to carry out a feasibility
study looking at a process for conditioning
the activated sludge generated at its
nuclear waste treatment facility in
Marcoule and which was required to
be compatible with the surface storage
facilities operated by the radioactive
waste management agency Andra.
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66
COMBINING INDEPENDENCE
AND VALUE SHARING

68
DEVELOPING OUR HUMAN CAPITAL

80
PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT

84
A COMMITMENT TO CIVIC AND
HUMANITARIAN CAUSES

Sustained, balanced
and responsible growth
Corporate Social Responsibility, which is present at every level
of our business, is part of our corporate DNA. It is a mindset
that permeates all of Artelia’s business activities.
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From the 10 UN Global Compact
Principles to the 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals
Artelia
maintains its
Ecovadis Gold
rating

As a member of the Global Compact, Artelia has renewed its commitment to
embed the 10 United Nations Global Compact Principles and 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals in its corporate strategy, culture and day-to-day business
activities, and to promote them within its sphere of influence.

Dear Mr Secretary-General,

With a score of 70 out of 100, a sixpoint improvement on last year’s
rating, Artelia now ranks among
the “Top 1%” of engineering and
architecture companies assessed
by EcoVadis – a result that reflects
the Group’s efforts in implementing
a raft of policies and actions in four
key areas: the environment, the
social and human rights sphere,
ethics and sustainable purchasing.

CSR, a pillar
of our growth
strategy

I am pleased to confirm that Artelia
supports the Ten Principles of the United
Nations Global Compact relating to the
respect of human rights and international
labour standards, the protection of
the environment and the fight against
corruption. With this communication,
we express our wish to join the United
Nations’ Global Compact.
...
We also recognise that one of the key
requirements for participation in the
Global Compact is the annual publication
of a Communication on Progress
describing our company’s efforts to
implement the Ten Principles.
...
Benoît Clocheret - Chief Executive Officer

Our CSR record, 2017-2019
2019 indicators

With the renewal of our
CSR policy up to 2025,
the time is ripe to take
stock of the last three
years and the actions
implemented since 2017.
Overall, our efforts would seem
to have borne fruit, as most of our
objectives have been achieved or
seen significant progress.
While more needs to be done,
particularly in the area of
responsible purchasing, the new
objectives for 2025 show that we
have never ceased to evolve and
reinvent ourselves as we pursue
our aim of making Artelia an ever
more responsible company at all
levels.

ASSERT OURSELVES AS AN INDEPENDENT, ETHICAL GROUP
• Each year, provide ethics training for 100% of our employees
• Increase the proportion of employee shareholders to 65%

DEVELOP OUR HUMAN CAPITAL
• Achieve a work place accident frequency rate of less than 3
• Increase the proportion of female project managers to 25%

INTERNATIONAL
LABOUR STANDARDS

ENVIRONMENT

CORRUPTION
CONTROL

Extract from our Letter of Commitment to
the Global Compact

3.24
24%

• Ensure that 90% of our personal and professional development actions achieve
their stated objectives

97%

• Obtain 90% favourable opinions during annual negotiations and consultations

97%

IMPROVE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
• Promote actions to enhance environmental performance in 100% of our design assignments
• Reduce our GHG emissions by 10% compared to 2014 levels
• Make 100% of our employees aware of eco-friendly practices
• Require 100% of our suppliers* to comply with our ethics, environmental and social clause
					

100%
26%
100%
28.1%

* Excluding service-providers on projects

COMMIT TO CIVIC AND HUMANITARIAN CAUSES
• Devote 4% of the Group’s net income to the Artelia Foundation*

HUMAN RIGHTS

96.2%
53%

• Allocate 3% of our fees to our research and innovation programme
					

4%
3%

* Amount capped at €350,000
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From left to right:

Denis Bertel, Céline Khaznagi,
Thierry Bourbié, Claude Imauven,
Valérie Perhirin, Alain Bentéjac,
Nastaran Vivan, Benoît Clocheret,
Armelle Valentin, Laurent Vigneau,
Jacques Gaillard, Delphine Segura-Vaylet,
Stéphane Villecroze, Olivier Sertour
(General Secretary)

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Benoît Clocheret

EUROPE
& RETAIL

ASIA, INDIA
& AMERICAS

Antoine Pigot

Pascal Thévenet
WATER & AFRICA
MIDDLE EAST

MOE (Denmark)
Christian Listov-Saabye

The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors, chaired by Claude Imauven, former Chief Operating Officer of Saint-Gobain, has 13 members, five
of whom are external to the Group. It defines the Group’s strategy and draws on the work of the three BoD committees:
the CSR Committee, the Risks, Auditing and Accounts Committee and the Appointments, Remunerations and Governance
Committee. The Ethics Committee has 10 members and is chaired by an independent director, Thierry Bourbié.

Marc Giroussens

Deputy
Mikael Lyngsfeldt
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
& INNOVATION
Denis Bertel - Senior Vice President

BUILDINGS, FRENCH
REGIONS & EQUIPMENT

Deputy
Alain Deforche

MOBILITY
& INFRASTRUCTURE
Passion & Solutions

Governance

Benoît CLOCHERET 			
Denis BERTEL 			
Frédéric ABBADIE 			
Benoît BAUDRY 			
Hervé DARNAND 			
Marc GIROUSSENS 			
François-Xavier HUARD			
Didier LANFRANCHI			
Thierry LASSALLE 			
Christian LISTOV-SAABYE
Sébastien PAILHÈS			
Anne-Laure PATÉ 			
Antoine PIGOT 			
François RAMBOUR			
Olivier SERTOUR 			
Pascal THÉVENET 			

Chief Executive Officer
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What support do you provide to the Group’s
business units on the subject of business
ethics?
O.S. Each business unit has an ethics and integrity manager
on its management board, whose task is to monitor the
rollout of the integrity programme and ensure that it is
communicated to and understood by employees and that
they comply with ethical requirements and the integrity
programme. The ethics managers also help to promote good
conduct in terms of ethics and integrity. And where necessary
they can call on Cécile or me for a Group-wide perspective.

How come ethics - a key issue for the company - is no longer a pillar of
the Group’s CSR policy in its own right?

Ethics, a driver
of performance
and long-term
growth

O.S. It’s true that ethics is a key issue for Artelia and that is the case in everything we do, in whatever
part of the world we are working in, whatever the nature of the services provided and in all of our dayto-day business relations. Indeed ethics is not seen as a separate issue, but rather as a key component
of each our Group’s commitments.

What were the main thrusts of the Ethics Committee’s work in 2019?
O.S. The Ethics Committee is an independent body that reflects, advises upon, analyses, makes
suggestions and monitors the Group’s conduct from an ethical point of view. It is made up of members
appointed by the Board of Directors. It is chaired by an independent member of the board and meets
three to four times a year. In 2019 its efforts were directed notably at developing and supporting
the Group’s ethics training programmes, analysing the findings of the ethics risk assessments and
integrity programme audits and monitoring the action plans implemented. The Committee also looked
at measures to improve the identification and prevention of potential conflicts of interest and examined
the various ethical issues that came before it.

C.A.C. Compliance, which was hitherto the preserve of
regulated sectors, is now ubiquitous. While our aim is to help
the company evolve within ever more complex regulatory
frameworks and in an increasingly globalised business
world, we also strive to inspire, coordinate and oversee the
effective implementation of the Group’s integrity programme.

From an inter-generational perspective,
what is your view on how ethics and
compliance are experienced on a day-to-day
basis at Artelia?
O.S. Ethics and compliance are two different but
complementary approaches that often get confused. Ethics
is the concrete application of what is morally acceptable,
whereas compliance can be defined as all actions to ensure
that one’s conduct and behaviour are in strict compliance
with laws and regulations - including a company’s
internal rules - as applicable in the place where they are
implemented.

The two concepts and the requirements that arise from
them will only have an impact if everyone understands them
and if they are meaningful. Ethical conduct is something
you practice in your daily life in the full knowledge of the
consequences of your actions. It is a subject we have to keep
going back to, even though there is a good understanding of
ethics and compliance rules at Artelia.
C.A.C. As Olivier says, ethics and compliance, despite being
two different things, are part of Artelia’s corporate culture
globally and permeate its business practices at all levels and
in all contexts.
For the new generations, it’s an important issue that must
be embodied by the company they choose to work for. To
my mind, the Artelia Group allows these approaches to
be implemented in the most practical and concrete way
possible, i.e. it empowers us to do our work for a meaningful
purpose and in the right way. Ethics and compliance are the
common thread that constantly guides the Group’s decisions
and strategies – and which changes what might be perceived
as a constraint into an opportunity to grow and evolve as we
build our careers.
It’s always gratifying to see how ethics and compliance are an
opportunity to create a great forum for swapping experiences
at all levels of the company and among all generations.
The Ethics Committee, which I am lucky enough to sit on, is
testament to that.
This commitment also explains why ethics cuts across
everything we do at Artelia.
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COMBINING INDEPENDENCE
AND VALUE SHARING

DEVELOPING OUR HUMAN CAPITAL

PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT

A COMMITMENT TO CIVIC AND
HUMANITARIAN CAUSES

Why is the independence of the
company’s capital stock so important,
particularly in times of turmoil?

Combining independence
and value sharing
Giving all employees the opportunity to share the added value created by the Group,
is now one of the pillars of our CSR policy, and as such shows the importance we
attach to this approach. To that end, Artelia’s aim is to distribute the equivalent of
50% of its operating profit to its employees and to extend its agreements on pay for
a further three years – a sign that we are anticipating and supporting growth.
To preserve our independence - one of the Group’s core, founding values - we are
also continuing our employee shareholding efforts, notably through our Employee
Shareholding Plan (“FCPE”). The employer’s matching contribution has thus been
increased to 50% for all amounts placed in the FCPE from 2021.

OUR OBJECTIVES
• Achieve 50%
employee share
ownership levels of
which 50% held by
employees under 40
• Distribute the equivalent
of at least 50% of the
Group’s operating profit
to employees

The independence of the company’s capital stock allows
the company to be the sole master of its own destiny and
to improve accountability in the decision-making process.
In the case of the current health crisis for example, we
have been able to work closely and collaboratively with
our teams to address this unprecedented situation. It’s the
same agility and independence of spirit that we bring to
our projects and to our clients in the ordinary course of our
business.
I am proud of how the crisis has been managed from a
share ownership angle. No dividends will be paid in 2020,
for example. At the same time we have still gone ahead with
the roll-out of our pay policy and employee savings plans –
something that might not have happened in a company with
a different type of shareholding model.

What is the role of the Employee
Shareholding Plan (FCPE) in the
shareholding programme and within
the Group’s governance bodies?
The FCPE is the main shareholder and is targeted at the
small shareholder. 2,500 people now subscribe to the
Plan. This high level of employee participation is reflected
in the makeup of the Supervisory Board. And the fact that
the FCPE is represented on the Board of Directors and
the Board of Partners demonstrates its importance to the
Group

Céline Khaznagi
President of the FCPE

How do you see your role as President
of the FCPE?
Personally I feel it’s important that the FCPE has a say about
corporate strategy and about how the company operates: apart
from being a good way of investing money, the FCPE gives all
employees the chance to have a stake in the company in ways
other than through their work.
I also think that there is a need for greater communication with
shareholders, while ensuring that the information exchanged
remains strictly confidential. As president of the FCPE, it’s
something I feel strongly about, despite the fact that more
needs to be done in this area.
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HUMANITARIAN CAUSES

Developing our human capital
Looking back at 2019 at a time when we are living
through a pandemic, the scale and impacts of which are
unprecedented, is a strange exercise indeed! One has a
peculiar sensation of somehow transiting from a relatively
carefree existence to a very brutal reality. But thanks
to our constant efforts to develop our human resources
we are ready to rise to the new social and economic
challenges that that are inevitably in store for us. Indeed
those challenges are already there in all the places where
we operate.
The end of the first three-year cycle went as we had
planned back in 2017 - the year of a major agreement
to promote and organise social dialogue in France. 2017
had been devoted to skills development and employability
(with the launch of the Artelia Way), 2018 to sharing added
value with the signing of a three-year pay agreement and
profit-sharing agreement. And in 2019 the focus was on
citizenship and diversity.

At the same time, a long process of reflection culminated
in the signing of an innovative agreement on the
organisation of work at Artelia in France, dealing in
particular with non-conventional and flexible ways of
working. No lack of inspiration there, for sure!
Lastly, in 2019, we naturally continued to work on these
subjects, and to look at how they could cut across to our
international businesses. The merger with the Danish firm
MOE is a compelling challenge insofar that it tests our
relevance when compared to such a socially progressive
country. Let’s hope that all this good work will allow us to
go further when it comes to social innovation: we are up
to the task and the coming years will indeed show this to
be true.
Thierry Lassalle
Human Resources Director

OUR OBJECTIVES
• Achieve a workplace accident
frequency rate of less than 3
• Increase the proportion of
female project managers to

30%

• Ensure that 100% of the
workforce is able to access
skills development initiatives
each year
• Achieve 90% favourable
opinions during mandatory
consultation procedures
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Promoting
diversity and
multiculturalism
in all their forms

2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement
on non-discrimination, promotion of diversity and
cross-cultural management, as well as the renewal
of a government-sanctioned five-year disability
agreement.

What is the Group aiming to achieve
in renewing these agreements?

What is your approach to the issues
addressed by the agreement?

C.B. Our agreement reflects a deliberate choice to go
beyond the strict requirements of the law when it comes
to diversity and to cover all issues that help to create an
inclusive and harmonious workplace. For this reason
our agreement goes beyond the legal concepts of gender
equality and disability inclusion to embrace subjects such
as cultural diversity, innovation and cooperation.

C.G. Our aim is to move from a diversity approach that is
confined to defining and reporting on the issues by means of
labels and charters, etc., to the identification and recognition
of “unanticipated useful skills” by all levels of management. To
achieve that, the emphasis is always on a qualitative, patient
but ambitious process of co-construction that goes beyond
the bounds of hurried diversity education initiatives that can
sometimes instil feelings of guilt in participants.

What are the main objectives of this
policy?
C.B. Our first objective is to combat all forms of
discrimination. If we are to stay true to the humanist
values on which Artelia was built, we must obviously
comply with the requirements of French and
international law but also better reflect the diversity of
Artelia’s employees, partners and clients. And our HR
processes must also ensure equal treatment when it
comes to issues like hiring, training programmes, pay
and mobility.

Each strand of the strategy submitted received French CSE (Social and
Economic Committee) approval. The renewal of this company-wide
agreement was an opportunity for the social partners to take a fresh look
at multicultural issues as well as attitudes to difference and the ethics
of care (EoC), the latter being firmly anchored in the company’s values
and its ability to be in tune with employees’ needs, with the company’s
ecosystem and with clients, partners and citizens the world over.
While some may take the view that the post-COVID world will be different,
our priority from a human resources standpoint is continuity, such is the
importance we have always attached and still attach to diversity as a
means of developing our human capital as our greatest asset.
Catherine Baldassarre
Deputy HRD

We want to go further than just a static view of
difference, however, to create the conditions conducive
to cross-cultural management by valuing unanticipated
useful skills. The diversity of our personnel in terms of
things like sex, gender, ethnicity, age, life situations and
choices and visible or non-visible disabilities, will make
for a more creative, reactive and innovative workforce. To
that end we want to bring out and harness the untapped
talents of our personnel in terms of the skills they have
developed in their personal life or in the course of their
career.
It is by embedding this approach in our HR and
managerial processes, that each of our men and women
will find their rightful place, achieve their full potential
and flourish and grow in an environment of mutual
respect and trust.

How do you intend to go about
hiring more people with
disabilities as provided for under
the agreement?
C.G. Each year, we take part in the various forums
dedicated to the issue, as well as the disability
days organised by our partner universities.
We also sponsor training initiatives to prepare
future employees in managing disability and
are involved in the work undertaken by Syntec
Ingénierie (the French engineering federation)
to improve the employability of people with
disabilities.
e also work with various specialist
organisations providing employment support
for people with disabilities, including
consultancies and the sheltered sector. To
that end we have been working with our
HR teams to identify actions that can be
implemented, and in doing so overhauled
our recruitment and career management
processes in accordance with the dictates
of our organisational structure and without
putting an extra strain on our teams!

Carole Guilhem
Manager, Diversity
& Health in the Workplace
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The “ESTP au Féminin” awards
sees two Artelia women in the running
At its fourth edition, the Association des Profils Féminins, representing women from the
civil engineering school École Spéciale des Travaux Publics, du Bâtiment et de l’Industrie
(ESTP), presented six awards to women selected among a total 84 entrants. Two Artelia
women took part in the event:
• Sylvie Lec, head of project management for interfaces on the Grand Paris Express
metro, nominated in the “Femme Innovation” (Woman and Innovation) category.
• Chloé Fromager, construction supervision engineer, nominated in the “Femme de
Projet” (Woman and Projects) category

Preparing the managers of the future to integrate
people with disabilities into the workforce

Two students attending
the Handimanagement
course talk about their
experience

Companieros social learning programmes were rolled out in multiple engineering and business schools for the
sixth year running in 2019, with Artelia sponsoring a “handimanagement” team at the Université de Technologie
de Compiègne.

Cyrielle E.

The aim: to educate students and future managers on how to integrate people with disabilities into the workforce
by challenging conscious and unconscious stereotypes, exploring the issue of social responsibility and introducing
game-changing managerial practices. On completing the course, students receive “Handimanager” recognition,
attesting to the acquisition of management skills in workplace disability inclusion.

A fine showing that heralds a promising future for gender diversity in engineering!

Duo Day!

Giving Tuesday

Artelia employees pair
up with people with
disabilities

An edition dedicated to
the theme of professional
integration

On 16 May 2019, Artelia welcomed
Benoit, Clément and Sylvie at its
premises, under the supervision of
partner organisations tasked with
helping people with disabilities into
employment. The event saw our guests
paired up with volunteer colleagues for
an immersion in the Group’s history and
an introduction to its work.

“Giving Tuesday” was dreamed up as a response
to the consumerism and commercialisation
embodied by Black Friday: rather than putting
consumerism on a pedestal, why not celebrate
and encourage charitable giving and initiatives?
The event saw our Diversity task force and
the Artelia Foundation team up with the aim
of enabling Group employees to meet partner
organisations providing employability support.
It was an opportunity for employees to talk
about the Group’s commitments in this area, in
particular during themed workshops.

“I thought that the real-life
examples given by the trainer
were very helpful, allowing
me to get a more concrete
understanding of the sorts
of issues that have to be
addressed. In particular I
was surprised by the large
number of people having
to coordinate to make the
adaptations required to meet
the specific needs of people
with disabilities.”

Yolaine L.
“The training programme
improved my knowledge of the
legal aspects: it took a more
down-to-earth approach to
the adaptations needed and
how to manage the process,
using concrete examples.
From a human standpoint,
the course made me realise
that the resources required to
integrate people with disabilities
in the workplace were more
considerable than I had
thought and that the voluntary
sector had a part to play in
that process. I was also very
impressed with Ms Guilhem’s
approach to the interview
process, focusing on the person
and their skills rather than their
disability.”
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The collaboration between “Artelia Talent Acquisition” and “Artelia
Management” which started in 2019 within our Human Resources
Department, reflects the speed with which we need to move from
integrating skills to managing them over the long-term through training
programmes geared towards different professions, business functions
and specialisations.
While digital transformation is a standard requirement for managing all
these processes, the central focus is still the human dimension because
each talent is essential and must be recognised as such.

Building on our
talents with the
Artelia Way

The geographic, operational and job diversity found at Artelia presents
numerous career opportunities for our employees. The process just has to
be set in motion. To that end a unit dedicated to mobility has been set up a pragmatic response to the Group’s desire to put this issue at the heart of
its corporate strategy.

Why set up an internal mobility unit?

TRAINING ACCREDITATION
E-LEARNING
MOOC

EDUCATE

RECOGNISE

Re-energising our careers

PRACTISE

ROLE PLAYING
SITUATIONAL EXERCISES
AUGMENTED REALITY

The Mobility Unit was set up at the start of 2020 in
the firm belief that mobility creates value for the
company and its employees alike. It is a practical
way of addressing the wishes of employees who
would like to change jobs, fields or location, while at
the same time catering for the Group’s operational
needs.

What are the advantages of internal
mobility for the company and its
employees?

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
SKILLS CERTIFICATION

SUPPORT

ONGOING MONITORING
& SUPPORT
MENTORING, COACHING

SHARE

SOCIAL LEARNING
COMMUNITIES
BEST-PRACTICE SHARING

As far as employees are concerned, it’s a great
opportunity for renewal in terms of their work or
work environment, but within a familiar frame of
reference. Mobility re-energises an employee’s
career. It allows employees to access new and
stimulating opportunities for learning, to have

a range of experiences within the
Group and to expand their skill-set.
It also opens up hitherto unimagined
opportunities for employees to advance
their career.
As far as the company is concerned,
it’s a challenging opportunity to forge
enduring ties with its employees and
improve their skills and ability to adapt.
And that is one of the hallmarks of
an agile organisation: the ability to
facilitate cooperation between people
who may never have met, leading to
greater innovation and stronger ties
within the Group.

Christine Grevé
Group Mobility Manager

Mobility is thus an excellent means of
enhancing corporate culture: a win-win
deal in other words.
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The “learning company” gathers steam!

How does mobility happen in
practice?

Four months on from the
creation of our Mobility Unit
and already 62 cases of
internal mobility

The important thing is that the employee
takes their career into their own hands and
is proactive in achieving their mobility plan.
Employees may express their mobility
aspirations either to their manager at the
annual performance review or at any point
in the year by applying for a job vacancy
posted on the intranet, by talking to Human
Resources or by contacting me directly.
It’s up to each employee to decide which
channels to use.
Regardless of whether the employee’s plan
is clear or requires further thought, we will
then look at the various options available
within the Group to address their wishes.
The employee’s skills will thus be identified
and compared with recruitment needs.

Bringing some perspective to how we see employees and exploring their
development in a holistic, systemic and agile manner: such are the key
challenges of our human resources policy. Supporting unconventional and
personalised career paths, accommodating professional mobility wishes and
promoting knowledge management at each stage of an employee’s career are
just some of our priorities in this area.

In some instances it may be a case of one
or other party using initiative and thinking
outside the box that turns up unexpected
opportunities. If a short or medium-term
possibility is identified, the employee will
be asked to meet their future manager to
see whether their skills match up with their
plan. And so may begin a new chapter in the
employee’s career.
Clearly if the move requires the employee
to brush up their skills or acquire new ones,
we will be there to provide the necessary
support. Whatever the case, we will put in
place the appropriate measures to assist all
employees taking the mobility route.

Valérie Slama
Project Director

To that end we have introduced new “Project Manager” and “Project Director”
career programmes, expanded our sessions for our regional managers, and
revamped our “Artelia Innovation & Leadership” programme with the aim
of giving free rein to our entrepreneurial spirit, reflecting our status as an
independent company and being ever more creative in meeting our clients’ needs.

Christine Grevé
Group Mobility Manager
I oversee multiple tasks to that end, all of them aiming
to ensure that the different construction projects extremely complex schemes involving major challenges
in both the design and construction phases – are
compatible and proceed without a glitch.

After 15 years with the Group, eight of which I spent in Bordeaux as Regional Director for South-West France with
the Buildings, French Regions & Equipment business unit, I felt it was time to explore new horizons and take on new
challenges. I accordingly expressed my wish for change, without really knowing where it would take me. After 18
months on and the company presented me with a triple challenge: a change of country, a change of business unit and a
change of job to become Director of our Moroccan subsidiary!
Today, I oversee all Group business lines in all of our fields – a change that is very new and highly rewarding for me,
having specialised previously in building construction. My new job has a highly operational focus: I have a broad range
of duties and that is something I really appreciate. This new step in my career is a huge opportunity and a new lease of
life for me: I can take advantage of all the benefits mobility has to offer while continuing to work for a company I love.

Nicolas Deligny
Director, Artelia Maroc

What is your role as Project Director
and how do you see your job?
I oversee the project management framework contract for
the organisation and coordination of the latest construction
projects in the Paris La Défense business district. This
includes the public spaces and infrastructure projects, and
particularly those associated with the new EOLE RER line.
My job is to oversee the coordination of all types of flows
(pedestrians, vehicles, construction site machinery, etc.), to
ensure the sound logistical management of construction sites
and to keep the area functioning properly for all users.

I am supported by a multidisciplinary team of engineers.
My colleagues are familiar with the site and have
extensive expertise in their respective fields having
been involved for a decade or so in planning and
organisation operations on previous contracts. Our
main asset is our ability to operate as a tight-knit team,
a factor that is critical to ensuring that our work at the
site is consistent throughout. I pay special attention to
the quality of the deliverables, which to my mind are
our calling card. I also set store by maintaining a good
relationship with the client and attach great importance
to a sense of service, adhering to deadlines and
maintaining our margins.

How has the “Project Director”
career programme helped you?
The programme has helped drive change thanks to the
quality of its content and delivery. Another initiative, the
“Project Directors’ Club”, which meets up periodically,
offers a chance to share experiences and talk about the
issues we have in common as project directors.

How has Artelia’s evolution helped
your career?
What I really appreciate is that the company is
continually growing in stature and pushing out the
boundaries in all areas of engineering - and the
opportunity that this gives us to have a rewarding
and interesting career.
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The Artelia Safety Conference
A day dedicated to crisis management

The health and safety of our
personnel, which is always a key
concern for us, has been brought into
even sharper focus with the pandemic
we are facing in 2020.
The Group was prepared to some extent for the crisis, as in 2019
we brought in a physician-epidemiologist to provide advice and
support on our general risk management policy. Preventing
workplace accidents remains one of Artelia’s key objectives
and we have developed several training modules in this area, in
particular on the subject of road safety.

Health & Safety

From the AZF fertiliser factory explosion
to the plane crashes of recent years, from
the Asian tsunami and to the Covid-19
pandemic… disasters are never out of the
news for long, and often expose businesses’
lack of preparedness for such events.
The pandemic we are facing in 2020 is
proof, if ever that were needed, that crisis
management is no longer confined to
the realm of the exceptional. In a world
where complexity and speed are leading
to blockages and shortages of equipment,
disaster planning has become one of the
most important tasks falling to leaders.
Crisis management and business
continuity plans are therefore of paramount
importance and should be viewed by
business leaders as a very necessary
investment. For it is these tools that will
allow them to future-proof their businesses
by being able to better manage and limit
the impacts of such catastrophes.

Artelia’s fifth Safety Conference saw
business leaders and safety managers
from both major companies and SMEs
come together around the subject of
“Crisis Management”. People from a range
of industries talked about and discussed
their experience in this area. The event
then turned to a wide-ranging discussion
about issues such as the organisation of
the workplace in times of crisis, business
continuity plans and the media aspects of
crisis management.
Catch up with our next Safety Conference in
March 2021 on the theme of cybersecurity,
and more specifically: “How to innovate
and use multiple networks while staying
safe from cyber attacks” - another
important issue which will no doubt be
enthusiastically debated by participants!

Safety day 2019
Improving safety in
international travel
For a workforce operating in nearly 100
countries, safe international travel is a key
issue and was the topic under the spotlight at
our Safety Day in March 2019. The event saw
our Risk Management Department and the
Risks, Society and International Environment
Unit within the Environment Centre of
Expertise take a fresh look at standard
procedures for preparing and performing
assignments abroad.
The discussions, which drew on the
experiences of our international teams over
the past three years, allowed participants
to share with others about the anomalies
encountered on business trips to high-risk
countries and look at best practices to adopt
on such assignments. There was a particular
emphasis on road safety in countries where
inadequate traffic regulations and the
condition of vehicles and roads ramp up the
dangers associated with business travel.
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Artelia signs the climate charter for engineers

OUR OBJECTIVES

Protecting our environment
2019 saw the continuation of our efforts to control the
impacts of our own activities. Employee-led initiatives
abounded, confirming that protecting our environment
is an issue that we all feel keenly, as well as being an
integral part of our working life.
The latest assessment of our greenhouse gas emissions,
completed two years ahead of the official deadline, is the
starting point of a new phase during which we will move
doggedly towards carbon neutrality. To that end we are
targeting a 50% reduction of our carbon footprint by 2025
as part of a stepped process in which we will seek first
to avoid carbon emissions where possible and then to
reduce them. Many concrete measures have been and will

be implemented to that end, all aimed at cutting the major
sources of emissions, most of which are travel-related. At
the same time we will be seeking to offset our remaining
emissions to be in with a greater chance of meeting the
requirements of the Paris Agreement which aims to limit
global warming to below 1.5°C and by extension minimise
the effects of climate change.

• Train 100% of project managers
in eco-design and environmental
issues at construction sites
• Perform CSR risk assessments
for 100% of our design and
construction supervision proposals
• Introduce zero single-use plastic
and recycle 100% of the paper

and electronic waste generated at
our sites
• Reduce the Group’s carbon footprint
by 50% compared to 2020 levels
(in t CO2eq/person)

The impact of the engineering
sector on the issues
associated with climate
change is potentially
significant. Engineering,
which comes into play in
the design phase of projects
in fields such as building
construction, infrastructure
and industry, has an
important role to play in
achieving the objective set
out in France’s National
Low-Carbon Strategy of
limiting the global average
temperature increase to
1.5°C.
The charter is an initiative
proposed by the French
engineering federation Syntec
Ingénierie to all its member
consulting engineering firms
as a means of demonstrating
their environmental
commitments by adopting a
pro-active approach in the
assignments and projects
they perform to reduce their

carbon footprint and adopt
sustainable carbon-efficient
practices internally.
Lastly it encourages
businesses to promote
dialogue with their
employees and invite them to
come up with and share ideas
for tackling climate change.
Artelia, which is already
fully engaged in the
process of reducing its
carbon footprint and
making recommendations
to improve environmental
performance in all its design
and construction supervision
assignments, is continuing
its efforts to combat climate
change by signing this
charter, and is also firmly
committed to achieving the
ecological transition.
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This performance is largely down to a fall in GHG emissions per
employee in the following areas:

Our 2019 GHG statement
A target that has been largely
achieved

Assets

A mechanism for
achieving a 50%
reduction of our GHG
emissions by 2025

-496 kg CO2eq/employee
In particular due to lower vehicle fleet
tonnages per employee

Air travel

-433 kg CO2eq/employee

With the introduction of our CSR policy in 2017,
we set ourselves the target of a 10% reduction
of our greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 with
respect to levels measured in 2014, the year of
the previous GHG assessment.

Pursuing the long-term reduction
of our carbon footprint

By the end of 2019, this target had been reached
and even exceeded, with the Group reporting a
26% reduction (kg CO2eq per employee) of its
emissions compared to 2014 levels.

Offsetting our
unavoidable
emissions

Artelia reported a significant drop
(around 31%) in GHG emissions from
air travel by employees for business
purposes

Daily commute

-479 kg CO2 eq/employee
New data in respect of the findings of the surveys
carried out since the 2018 financial year showed
an increase in the percentage of travel by public
transport (km/FTE ratio up by 13%) and a fall in the
percentage of travel by private car (km/FTE ratio
down by 28%).

Although we need to do more to achieve
further reductions of our greenhouse
gas emissions, particularly when it
comes to travel by air and car, Artelia
has decided that it will tackle global
warming more effectively by offsetting
some of its remaining emissions.
The Group is currently looking at a
number of options to that end. Beyond
merely purchasing carbon credits, it
is keen to invest in green projects, in
particular through the Artelia Foundation
and partnerships with specialist NGOs.
The aim is to carry out projects that
avoid emissions or capture large
amounts of carbon in sectors such as
renewable energy, reforestation and
biodiversity protection, and to monitor
the performance of these projects over
the long term.
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Collecting, sorting and reusing
Success for our Cleaning Days!
2019 saw several Group sites take part in our “Cleaning Days”, more specifically with the aim
of clearing out our offices ahead of 700 Artelia employees moving to our new premises in the
north Paris suburb of Saint Ouen. The initiative, which was organised in partnership with Tricycle
Environnement, a work integration social enterprise in the cleantech industry, was a resounding
success, with some highly motivated colleagues working side by side with people from the social
and solidarity-based economy.
The outcome was that some 19 tonnes of materials were collected and recycled and nearly a
tonne of office supplies (archive files, printer paper, pens, folders, etc.) were donated to a local
nursery and to municipal workers at the Gennevilliers town council.

Doing travel differently

Artelia Trash Day

In 2019, our Echirolles teams and our hydraulics laboratory staff
again took part in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes mobility challenge,
this year with the aim of finding an alternative to driving to work
alone in a car. A large number of staff got involved, opting for nonmotorised forms of transport or carpooling for the daily commute.

This #Trashtag Challenge event,
which was organised by a colleague
with a particular interest in the
environment, was held at seven of
the Group’s sites in France. The idea
was for staff to get together to clean
up litter in the areas around our
sites and have a fun day improving
our surroundings. A large number
of employees took up the challenge,
with the result that the green spaces
and streets around our premises
took on a more attractive hue.

Our Echirolles office came ninth out of a total of 66 companies
with 250 to 999 employees entering the challenge, with a 49%
participation rate. Our hydraulics laboratory came 75th out of a
total 150 firms of 5 to 49 employees, with a 66% participation rate.
Congratulations to our colleagues, who proved that there are indeed
other, more environmentally friendly ways of getting to work!
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COMBINING INDEPENDENCE
AND VALUE SHARING

DEVELOPING OUR HUMAN CAPITAL

PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT

A commitment to civic
and humanitarian causes
Imagining a positive life is also about working
together to create a more caring world. This is why,
for over 14 years now, the Artelia Foundation has
been harnessing the expertise of our people to design
and implement projects with a humanitarian, social
or environmental reach. Our employees thus donate
their technical know-how and soft skills to help
charities tackle the problems they encounter on the
ground.
In 2019, the Artelia Foundation continued its work
for the non-profit sector in France and abroad
through a diverse and innovative range of projects,
ranging from a life cycle assessment of a French
flower to agroecology initiatives supporting small-

scale farming in Morocco and training in biodiversity
techniques to protect chimpanzees in Guinea.
Artelia’s expertise is harnessed wherever possible
and a number of major projects are in progress as we
speak.
Sharing ideas and forging partnerships with
organisations committed to achieving shared
objectives is also a way of putting the Group’s values
into practice. The many sponsorship and partnership
initiatives implemented in 2019 are testament to that
fact and helped to make the year one that was rich in
reflection, dialogue and co-construction with those
working on the ground.

A COMMITMENT TO CIVIC AND
HUMANITARIAN CAUSES

OUR OBJECTIVES
• Contribute the equivalent
of at least 3% of the
Group’s operating profit to
the Foundation annually
• Ensure that 100% of
our suppliers sign up to our
Responsible Supplier Charter
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SENEGAL
Developing a water and sanitation network

MOROCCO
Improving access to sanitation for rural households
The charity Architecture & Développement called on the Artelia Foundation to design a
prototype sanitation block and single-household or shared WC, shower and hammam
blocks for around 25 rural households in the town of Oulmès in Morocco.
Our volunteers carried out an on-site audit in a preparation stage and then went on to
develop technical solutions for the project.

The project will give the community (some 200 people and another
4,500 people indirectly) better access to sanitation through the
installation of innovative, bioclimatic solutions. The community will
be helped to assemble the sanitation blocks themselves with a view
to developing skills locally both within the municipality’s technical
services and among local development players.

A commitment to charitable
work through the Foundation

The island of Niomoune is currently having to cope with severe water stress.
The shallow groundwater has been contaminated by salt water intrusion, with
the result that it is unusable as a source of drinking water. Tanks had been
installed ten years previously to collect rainwater in the winter for drinking
needs. Given that the community had not been trained to look after them,
however, they are now dirty and in a state of disrepair. The upshot is that the
islanders are drinking rainwater that is potentially contaminated by bacteria.
And disease is also rife as a consequence of people washing themselves
with polluted water from brackish pools. There is no sanitation system and
the latrines – simple holes dug in the ground - are also potential source of
contamination.
It was against this background that the charity Afrique en Vie called on the
Artelia Foundation to carry out the studies needed to support the design and
construction of water and sanitation facilities, a project to be implemented by
the non-profit Solidarité Eau Sud.

Two colleagues went out to the island to carry out the
hydrogeological, geophysical and sanitation studies required
to build a water supply and sanitation network for the island’s
3,273 inhabitants.

INDIA
Irrigation for two villages in the
Zanskar Valley
The villages of Pishu and Kumik, which lie in the Zanskar Valley
deep in the Indian Himalayas, are in short supply of water as a
result of climate change. Indeed, glacier melting is leading to a
shortage of water, which affects crop and livestock farming and
has spurred the periodic exodus of people away from the area.
Several villages are now deserted as their populations have
moved away to settle near the major rivers.
The charity Nyamdu-Dro, in an attempt to address this situation,
has asked the Artelia Foundation to carry out a hydrogeological
assessment of the two sites – a first key step in identifying
suitable irrigation systems for the villages

The project is intended to protect the
livelihoods of the crop and livestock
farmers working to feed the 500
inhabitants of the two villages.

In 2019

83 volunteers

664 days donated 40 projects supported
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FRANCE
A building rehabilitation project to support young
homeless people

INDIA
Building a solar power plant
The Zanskar Valley village of Tungri has a nunnery with an adjacent school
and cattle shed. 30 people, including nuns, pupils and their families, live in
the village, but there are problems with the community’s power supply. Plans
were accordingly drawn up to install a solar power plant. The first stage of
construction work, financed by the charity Thigspa and the Artelia Foundation,
began in 2017. On completion of this work, Thigspa called on the Artelia
Foundation to carry out an expert appraisal. An Artelia engineer went out to
the village to audit the power plant and its construction, to ensure that the
facility was viable for long-term use.

The solar power plant now provides
electricity for the entire nunnery, including
the main communal building, the kitchens,
the accommodation, the school, the
sanitary facilities and cattle shed, with
the result that the community now has a
reliable and free supply of electricity.

Lazare, a charity founded in 2011, sets up and runs shared single-sex
accommodation in flats housing 6 to 10 people. The flats are shared by homeless
people and young professionals, the latter living there on a voluntary basis with the
aim of helping their flatmates break out of the cycle of social isolation and exclusion.
The Diocese of Marseille had made two buildings available to house young people
helped by the charity and who had been forced to leave their former accommodation
when this had become too run-down. To make them fit for their future occupants, the
buildings required refurbishment, however, hence the need for detailed drawings of
the properties in their existing condition.
Two Artelia retirees accordingly went to Marseille to perform a survey of the
buildings, covering the structure and the electrical, plumbing, heating and gas supply
systems. The survey data was then incorporated into digital drawings and sent to the
association ahead of the rehabilitation process.

IVORY COAST
Developing sanitation solutions tailored to the local situation
In order to improve quality of life for the people of Djidjan 1, a particularly poor neighbourhood of Abidjan, the charity Eau & Vie had already enlisted the Artelia
Foundation’s services on a previous assignment. At that time our volunteers had performed an assessment of the situation in regard to sanitation and made
recommendations for improving it.
During the assignment carried out in 2019, the team were able to implement the recommendations made by their predecessors. They thus prepared specifications
for the works along with detailed costing. As the total lack of infrastructure and the cost considerations precluded the construction of a stormwater sewer system,
alternative solutions were recommended. These were developed for individual homes or small groups of homes and included things like the repurposing of disused
wells and septic tanks.

528 households - some 2,700 people – will reap the benefits of the project on completion of the
drainage and sanitation works.

As a result of the refurbishment, two flats were created to provide
single-sex accommodation for homeless people, as a well as a
flat for a so-called “responsible” family required to organise and
supervise life in the new accommodation.

CAMBODIA - An assignment seen from behind the lens
My assignment for the Artelia Foundation gave me the opportunity to go out to Cambodia for a week through the Foundation’s
partnership with the charity Enfants du Mékong. My task was to make a film of volunteers teaching engineering students in Phnom
Penh. It was really interesting being behind the camera to show how our colleagues passed on their knowledge to these young
people. And the assignment was also an opportunity to get to know the students.
The students took us on a tour of Phnom Penh, a buzzing city, very different to what we are used to in France! It was a total
immersion in the culture and an experience that allowed us to get close to the students and briefly glimpse into their daily lives.
At the end of the assignment we gave them a board game and some cinema tickets. Their delight with these small tokens will be
forever imprinted in my memory. While a trip to the cinema is nothing special for us, for some of the students it was something
they had never done before. Seeing the smiles on their faces was reward in itself!

Pauline Fazio
Communication Manager
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Transforming the world of business
Working to build the city of the future
Artelia is a board member and sponsor of the Palladio
Foundation, which works together with the sectors and trades
with a stake in real estate and urban development issues to
explore the challenges of building the cities of the future.

© Business Immo

2019 was a particularly busy year for Artelia within the Foundation, with our CEO Benoît
Clocheret sitting on its Executive Committee. Working with the Foundation’s future
development division Pôle Avenir Palladio, Benoît Clocheret contributed to the economic
section of the fourth edition of the Real Estate and Urban Employment Monitor, while Katia
Tibichte (Sustainable Buildings Director) took part in the speed coaching event at the jobs
forum and Tristan Legendre (Group Foresight Director), as a member of the Foundation’s
2019 auditors team, spoke at the closing symposium on behalf of the Foundation. Lastly,
our Innovation Director Laurent Vigneau was involved in the development of the Palladio
innovation and research connector, a real-life social network and open community
designed to encourage dialogue and promote collaboration between academic and
corporate research around the challenges of building the city of the future.

The association Entreprise & Progrès was founded in 1970, upon a concept that was quite
revolutionary for the time, namely that social and economic progress were inextricably
linked. Bringing together a dozen company leaders in its early days, its aim was to explore
how to change employer and employee behaviours in the corporate world. Today, it’s the
organisation’s 100 or so member companies, representing around a million jobs, that are
coming together to look at ways of innovating and reinventing themselves for the common
good.
Artelia, as a member of the association, took part in the launch of the so-called Raison
d’Etre Factory. In another initiative, Benoît Clocheret, CEO of the Artelia Group, held several
workshops as part of the project looking at how business leaders tackle the pressures
of the VUCA age, which attempted to find answers to the following questions: “What sort
of leaders do our companies need in order to grow in an age of volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity?” and “How should a leader address these issues?”
The work of Entreprise & Progrès was behind the introduction of the
first-ever optional and compulsory profit-sharing schemes in 1982, and
the first ever CSR report, the so-called Rapport Arc en Ciel (“rainbow
report”), published in 1990.

Artelia sponsors the
film “Marcher sur l’Eau”
Taïssa Maïga’s documentary “Marcher sur l’Eau”
(“Walking on Water”) tackles the water issues that
west Africa is facing as a result of climate change.
Houlaye, a 12-year old girl living in the village of Tatis
in Niger, walks many miles every day to fetch water.
Although water supplies are abundant in the rainy
season, they are virtually non-existent in the dry
season. But villagers have a source of water beneath
their feet which would allow them to pursue their
economic development. The film shows how Houlaye’s
aunt, Suri, manages to secure the support of an NGO to
build a community-managed well in the village.
The film deals with a subject addressed by one of
the Group’s traditional activities: the management
of water resources. Artelia, through its backing of
the film, is helping to fund the construction of a well
in one of the most arid parts of the Sahel and raise
awareness about access to water and climate change.

Sponsoring a school for children with
disabilities in Thailand
Helping to unlock
new ideas

In 2019, our subsidiary in Thailand took part in a CSR event at the Sri Sangwan school
in Chiang Mai. Our teams attended the event’s opening ceremony, further to an invitation
extended by the school and our partner Shell. They also had the opportunity to spend the
day with the students and share activities such as mealtimes with them. The day ended
with a pétanque competition, the sport being a favourite with the school’s founder, the King
of Thailand’s grandmother. It was a day of rich cultural exchange, full of laughter, fun and
warmth - a day to remember for our colleagues and the children alike.

© Bonne Pioche Cinéma / Echo Studio
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Indicators
Labour aspects

Scope: France unless specified otherwise

Topics

Employment

Indicators

GRI index

(2016 version)

general policy

Internal
mobility

Health &
Safety

2019

Topic

Indicators

Labour/

Organisation of
relations

4,880

4,905

5,907

Total workforce
(France)

102-7

3,610

3,596

3,634

<25 = 5.1%
25-29 = 13.7%
30-34 = 18.8%
35-39 = 18.2%
40-44 = 13.3%
45-49 = 10.9%
50-54 = 10.0%
55-59 = 7.6%
>59 = 2.5%

24 and - = 5.4%
25-29 = 14.0%
30-34 = 17.7%
35-39 = 17.4%
40-44 = 13.4%
45-49 = 10.7%
50-54 = 10.5%
55-59 = 7.3%
60 and + = 3.6%

24 and - = 6.0%
25-29 = 14.3%
30-34 = 16.1%
35-39 = 16.9%
40-44 = 13.7%
45-49 = 11.0%
50-54 = 10.4%
55-59 = 7.9%
60 and + = 3.8%

France: 3610 **
Italy: 166
Spain: 35
United Kingdom: 87
Vietnam: 547
Dubai: 98

France: 3717
Vietnam: 619
Italy: 189
United Kingdom: 101
United Arab Emirates: 70
Spain: 50

Breakdown of
employees by age group
in %

Breakdown of
employees by gender
(Group)

organisation

2018

102-7

405-1

Number of
employees by
geographical area
(Group)

Work

2017

Total workforce (Group)

405-1

% of employees on
part-time contracts
Rate of absenteeism

403-2

Number of internal job
transfers (geographic mobility
and/or position changes)

- Health & safety policy
Specific procedures:
- System for reporting and addressing complex situations
- Management of harassment cases
- Protocol for managing cases of alcohol or substance addiction

Workplace health &
safety conditions

Frequency rate (FR) and
severity rate (SR) of
workplace accidents

403-2

Work-related illnesses

403-2

France: 3634
Vietnam: 531
Italy: 201
United Kingdom: 103
Germany: 52
United Arab Emirates: 46
Spain: 53
MOE Denmark: 826
Philippines (MOE + Artelia): 128
Madagascar: 53

Women: 31.5%
Men: 68.5%

Women: 31.67%
Men: 68.33%

Women: 32.45%
Men: 67.55%

8.86%

8.31%

France: 7.39%
Group, not incl. MOE: 6.27%

2.37%

2.58%

2.37%

494

297

See page 29

See pages 30-31

management

0

0

0

OHSAS 18001-certified
sites

23

23

France: 74.55%
Group: 63%

MASE-certified sites

8

13

13

Signature of the agreement on labour/management relations

Percentage of positive
opinions obtained during
annual consultation and
negotiation processes between
management and workforce

Training

Training policies
implemented

404-2

Total number of hours
dedicated to training

404-1

Equal
treatment

Measures taken to promote
gender equality

2017

2018

95 meetings:
30 works council (CE)
7 central mgt body (CCE)
2 Nat. Coord. WHSC
21 WHSC
17 commissions
18 negotiations

110 meetings:
33 works council (CE)
7 central mgt body (CCE)
4 Nat. Coord. WHSC
18 WHSC
17 commissions
31 negotiations

86 meetings:
2 Group Committee
15 soc & eco committee (&
formerly CCE)
2 CE (disappeared in March 2019)
3 WHSC
25 staff rep (and formerly WHSC)
18 commissions
21 negotiations

11 agreements signed

15 agreements signed

7 agreements signed

90%

96%

97%

2018 saw full
implementation of the
first career paths. These
systematically include
ethical issues, whether
operational or managerial.
See pages 23 to 25

See page 77

26,647

28,606

29049

97%

97%

97%

3% of payroll allocated to training every year.
The training policy is determined for a 3-year period. It
includes setting up career paths and creating an ecosystem
designed to develop the learning experience. The issue of the
environment is now an integral part of all training topics.

Percentage of personal
professional and development
actions that met the objectives
defined
Percentage with access to
the training

FR: 3.24
SR: 0.11

407-1

General policy

Review of collective
agreements, particularly in
regard to health & safety in
the workplace

See pages 78-79

FR = 3.81
and SR = 0.06

GRI index

(2016 version)

relations

121

FR = 2.93
and SR = 0.03

Labour aspects

Scope: France unless specified otherwise

62.70%

404-1

405-1

2019

2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement on nondiscrimination, promotion of diversity and cross-cultural
management, as well as the renewal of a governmentsanctioned five-year disability agreement.

- Roll-out of career
management workshops
- Validation of the absence of
gender pay gaps for randomly
selected sample groups
- Continuation of actions to
integrate the gender dimension
in everyday actions and the
different professions in the
Group.
See page 25

“Parcours
Professionn’Elle” careers
programme for women
+ PwN + Index + syntec
initiative on 8 March +
EsTP awards

See pages 70-71

See page 27
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Indicators
Environmental aspects

Scope: France unless specified otherwise

Labour aspects

Scope: France unless specified otherwise

Topic

Indicators

Gender equality index

Percentage of women
in senior management
positions

Percentage of women
in project management
positions

Equal
Treatment

GRI index

(2016 version)

405-1

405-1

405-1

Measures taken to promote
405-1
the employment and
integration of people with
disabilities
Number of people with
disabilities hired

405-1

Percentage of
employees with
disabilities

405-1

General policy

2017

2018

2019

Topic
General
environment

A new statutory obligation requires companies to calculate and
publish a “gender equality index” using a standardised method
applicable to all companies. This annual index takes 5 indicators
into consideration and produces a score that must be at least
75/100.
2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement on nondiscrimination, promotion of diversity and cross-cultural
management, as well as the renewal of a government-sanctioned
five-year disability agreement.
2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement on nondiscrimination, promotion of diversity and cross-cultural
management, as well as the renewal of a government-sanctioned
five-year disability agreement.

GRI index

(2016 version)

General policy

Not available

88 / 100

We offer our clients a range of environmental expertise:
Environmental and social impact assessment and mitigation /
Environmental engineering / Solid waste management / Polluted site,
soil and groundwater remediation / Vulnerability and adaptation to
climate change at a regional scale / Natural hazards and flood risk
management / Water resource management / Environmental and
energy-efficient design / Timber construction / Circular economy in
materials / Development of renewable energy (hydro, solar, wind,
geothermal, biogas/biomethane) / Energy strategy deployment /
Energy efficiency improvement.

Resources devoted to
preventing environmental
risks and pollution

23%

23%

22%

24%

24%

2019 saw the renewal of the government-sanctioned five-year
disability agreement for a period of 5 years.

12

9

1

2.53%

2.65%

2.79%

See pages 26 - 27

See pages 70 to 73
Pollution

Number of people with
disabilities supported in
the workplace

405-1

2019 saw the renewal of the government-sanctioned five-year
disability agreement for a period of 5 years.

20

21

38

Training for people with
disabilities

405-1

2019 saw the renewal of the government-sanctioned five-year
disability agreement for a period of 5 years.

35%

42%

40.3%

Anti-discrimination
policy

405-1

Circular
economy

See pages 26 - 27

See pages 70 to 73

Eight ISO 14 001-certified sites
and subsidiaries: Echirolles,
Lille, Lyon, Saint Denis, Italy,
spain, Gulf States, UK)

Waste
prevention

See 2017 CSR report
page 21

See 2018 CSR report
pages 20-21

Commitments in the CSR policy:
• Systematically promote environmental performance actions in the
context of our design and works supervision assignments.
• Take into account the impact of our clients’ projects in terms of CSR
using a labour, social, ethics and environmental assessment table.

Environmental performance
actions incorporated in our
clients’ projects

See page 24

2018

2019
Eight ISO 14 001-certified sites
and subsidiaries: Echirolles, Lille,
Lyon, Saint Denis, Italy, Spain, Gulf
States, UK)

Our activity generates no environmental risks and little pollution
(mainly through travel, Seepages 82-83).

88 / 100

18%

2017
Eight ISO 14 001-certified sites
and subsidiaries: Echirolles,
Lille, Lyon, Saint Denis, Italy,
spain, Gulf States, UK)

ISO 14001

policy

2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement on nondiscrimination, promotion of diversity and cross-cultural
management, as well as the renewal of a government-sanctioned
five-year disability agreement.

2019 saw the signing of a framework agreement on nondiscrimination, promotion of diversity and cross-cultural
management, as well as the renewal of a government-sanctioned
five-year disability agreement.

Indicators

See “Resilience to
climate change” and
“Energy transition”
sections, page 14 to
23

See 2020-2025 CSR
policy, pages 4 and 5

Measures to prevent,
reduce or remediate
discharges into air, water
or soil with serious impacts
on the environment

Incorporated in our
assignments

Incorporated in our
assignments

Incorporated in
our assignments

Consideration of all activityspecific nuisances, in
particular noise and light
nuisance

Incorporated in our
assignments

Incorporated in our
assignments

Incorporated in
our assignments

Measures concerning waste
prevention, recycling, reuse
and other forms of waste
recovery and disposal
Actions to combat
food waste

306-2

Paper is sorted at all Group sites. IT waste is systematically collected
and recycled by an external service provider.

See “Cleaning Days”
operation, page 84

The service providers in our company canteens display posters to
raise awareness of food waste.

and management
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Indicators
Environmental aspects

Environmental aspects
Topic

Indicators

Circular

Raw material
consumption
and measures to improve
efficiency

economy

-

GRI index

(2016 version)

The 2019 greenhouse gas emissions assessment was
carried out at the beginning of 2020. It recommends a
series of measures to reduce Artelia’s carbon footprint.

Sustainable
use of
resources

General policy

2017

See 2017 report,
pages 20 and 21

2018

2019

See 2018 report,
pages 20 and 21

See report
pages 82 and 83

38,088,267

47,709,187 *

46 657 199

Number of vehicles in
fleet

622

660

990

4,910

25,480

71 086

Number of litres
of petrol consumed by
internal fleet

302-1

Number of litres
of diesel consumed by
internal fleet

302-1

Paper consumption in
reams/employee

Water consumption in
m3/employee

620,114

643,431

967 006

8

6.8

6.5

99%

301-2

Energy consumption and
measures to improve
energy efficiency and
switch to renewable
energy sources
Electricity consumption in kWh/
m2 and MWh

GRI index

Indicators

(2016 version)

Main greenhouse gas- emitting activities identified in
the company, in particular
due to use of the goods and
services it produces

99.5%

303-1

Percentage of employees
made aware of ecofriendly practices
* The reason for the increase is the integration this year of Auxitec’s workforce, i.e. 900 employees more than in 2017.
** Partial data. Since Artelia does not own all the sites in which it operates, some of the data could not be obtained.
*** 50% recycled paper

CO2 emissions from
business trips in t.CO2 eq

305-3

In 2018, our car fleet emitted 96 grammes of CO2 per km on average, i.e. 2% less than in 2017. The latest measures introduced,
which apply to both company cars and work vehicles, should
allow us to step up this trend.
See page 20

Targets determined voluntarily in the medium and
long term to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
measures implemented to
this end

2017

2018

2019

See 2017 report,
page 21

See 2018 report,
page 20

See report, pages
82-83

Train: 34
Air: 3740
Car: 1785
Rental: 173
Total: 5732

Train: 27
Air: 2090
Car: 4566*
Rental: 152
Total: 6835

Train: 30
Air: 3 657
Car: 2 684
Rental: 206
Total: 6 577

5 821 kg CO2 /FTE

Not available

4 311 kgCO2 /FTE

The improvement of our travel policy, our new Car Policy and the
launch of a Green Transport Plan for our three main sites in France
aim to to reduce these emissions.

305-5

Target for 2020: Reduce our GHG emissions by 10% over 2014
levels
Target for 2025: Reduce our GHG emissions by 50% over 2019
levels

i.e. a reduction of
10.36% compared to
2014

i.e. a reduction of
26% compared to
2017

Measures:
Improve travel policy
Improve environmental performance of buildings
Develop a Green Transport Plan
Renew vehicle fleet with more fuel-efficient models

99.8%

* The reason for the increase is the integration this year of Auxitec’s workforce, i.e. 900 employees more than in the previous year. On a scope equal to that of 2017, the figure would be 1,798 t CO2 eq

The 2019 greenhouse gas emissions assessment was
carried out at the beginning of 2020. It recommends a
series of measures to reduce Artelia’s carbon footprint.

302-1

change

General policy
The nature of our activity means that our main source of greenhouse gas emissions is our business trips.

Climate

Number of km travelled
on business trips

Percentage of recycled
paper purchased ***

Topic

Ethics aspects
107.3 kWh/m2**

78.9 kWh/m2 **

72.97 kWh/m2 **

5352.572 MWh**

5271.567 MWh **

4872.883 MWh **

6.9 m

100%

3**

5.9 m

5.6 m3**

100%

100%

3**

Topic
Ethics

Indicators

Actions to prevent
corruption

GRI index

General policy

2017

2018

2019

205-2

Integrity programme comprising the Code of Ethics and the
Business Conduct Guide. A Group Ethics Committee meets
regularly to discuss compliance-related issues.

99% of employees have
completed and validated
the training course on
ethics

95% of employees
have completed and
validated the training
course on ethics

96.2% of employees have
completed and validated
the training course on
ethics

(2016 version)

See pages 64-65 of the report

100% of our employees
100% of our employees
signed the commitment
signed the commitment to
abide by our Code of Ethics to abide by our Code of
Ethics when they were
when they were hired
hired

100% of employees signed
the commitment to abide
by our Code of Ethics when
they were hired
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Indicators
Social aspects
Topic
Commitments
in favour of
sustainable
development

Indicators

GRI index

(2016 version)

Impact of the company’s
activity in terms of
local employment and
development
Number of new
employees hired

General policy

2017

2018

2019

Artelia’s regional network of offices contributes to the economic
vitality of the country and its regions.

55 sites in France

55 sites in France

55 sites in France

719

518

646

401-1

(exc. workers on temporary contracts)

(exc. workers on temporary contracts)

4%

4%

4%

Percentage of the Group’s net income allocated to the Artelia Foundation.

4% capped at €350,000

4% capped at €350,000

4% capped at
€350,000

Projects and associations supported.

See pages 32 to 35
and 38 & 39

See pages 32 to 41

See pages 86 to 93

Consideration of social and
environmental aspects in the
procurement policy

Purchase of “eco-friendly” office supplies.

70% of supplies purchased
are “eco-friendly”

44% of supplies purchased
are “eco-friendly”

45% of supplies purchased are “eco-friendly”

Percentage of targeted
suppliers (of supplies) that
have signed the “responsible
supplier charter”

A charter was set up in 2018. In signing this charter, suppliers
undertake to comply with the ethical, social and environmental criteria
stipulated in it.

0%

28.13%

28.13%

Self-assessment using a CSR survey sent to all the general service
suppliers.

0%

28.13%

28.13%

Due to the nature of its activities, Artelia does not have a direct impact
on local or nearby communities. However, we conduct social impact
assessments for our clients to determine the impact of their projects
on local or nearby communities in order to adapt them as effectively as
possible.

Impact of the company’s
activity on local or nearby
communities
Percentage of Group fees
allocated to R&D and
innovation

Thanks to its employee shareholding plan, Artelia makes decisions in total
independence.

Relations with company
stakeholders and conditions of
dialogue with them

Partnership or sponsorship
actions

Subcontracting
and suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
targeted (of supplies)
assessed with regard to
their CSR credentials

(exc. workers on temporary
contracts)

Drafting of public enquiry documents prior to our clients’ projects, and
consultation of local inhabitants before and during project implementation
to ensure stakeholder buy-in to the projects.

203-1

Artelia subcontracted orders to “ESAT” (social enterprises for people
with disabilities) and “EA” (sheltered workshops), e.g. for the creation
of advertising materials and signage for Group work sites in France.
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